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Merger of Music and Theatre/Dance Under Way
As far as the course catalog is concerned, the 
University of Maine School of Performing Arts 
never left. There, under that heading, are separate 
Estings for classes in music and theatre/dance.
But administratively, since the 1970s, the 
Department of Theatre/Dance and the 
Department of Music have operated as separate 
entities.
“The school still exists. It’s just been dormant,” 
says Leslie Flemming, dean of the College of Arts 
and Humanities.
Beginning with the new fiscal year, what goes
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The University of Maine will recognize and 
honor 1,328 new graduates at its 186th 
Commencement on Saturday, May 13. The gradu­
ates include 266 candidates for graduate degrees, 
including 25 who have applied at the doctoral 
level.
Sen. Olympia Snowe, a 1969 graduate of the 
University serving her first term in the United 
States Senate, will deEver the Commencement 
address at the 10:30 a.m. ceremony, scheduled for 
Alumni Field. Honorary degrees will be awarded 
to mathematician and computer scientist Gregory 
Chaitin, physicist and inventor Duncan Moore 
and renowned concert pianist Lorin Hollander. In 
addition, Matthew Highlands will receive a 
Distinguished Achievement Award in recognition 
of his outstanding contributions to the field of food 
science and technology. 
around will come around as music and 
theatre/dance again merge into a single entity. 
Effective July 1, they will collectively be known as 
the School of Performing Arts.
The first director will be Tom Mikotowicz, who 
currently is chair of the Department of 
Theatre/Dance. Selection of an associate director is 
in the final stages.
The process of blending them came with the 
onset of downsizing, after fund-raising for the 
building that eventually will be their home — 
continued on page 13
Two students from the opposite ends of Maine 
will be recognized as the top academic graduates 
in the Class of 1995. Valedictorian Patricia 
Nelson is a Fort Fairfield native who has achieved 
a 3.98 grade point average while majoring in 
nursing in her four years at UMaine.





10 Outstanding Graduating Students
As a service to the University community, 
costs of producing Maine Perspective are 
underwritten by University Printing Services.
Valedictorian, Salutatorian 
Named for Class of '95
Two students from opposite ends of 
Maine have been named valedictorian 
and salutatorian of the University of 
Maine Class of‘95. Valedictorian 
Patricia Nelson of Fort Fairfield is a 
nursing student, and salutatorian Adam 
Hodgdon of Wells is an electrical and 
computer engineering major.
Nelson and Hodgdon enrolled in the 
University in 1991 and were UMaine 
Presidential Scholars, recognized for 
their academic success in high school 
and their potential. Nelson has achieved 
a 3.98 grade point average, receiving 
only two A- grades in her four years at 
UMaine. Hodgdon, who was valedicto­
rian of his high school class, achieved a 
3.95 GPA, chalking up only five A-s in 
his undergraduate years. Both are first- 
generation college graduates in their 
immediate families.
“We are very proud of, and impressed 
with, both Pat’s and Adam’s accomplish­
ments, as I’m sure their families, friends 
and classmates are. After all, they are 
achieving the highest recognition
afforded graduating students,” said University of Maine 
President Fred Hutchinson.
“Though it doesn’t have anything to do with their academic 
performance, I think it’s fitting that our top two graduating 
seniors represent the in-state diversity of our campus,”
continued on page 16
Educational Reform Leader Is 
Shibles Visiting Professor
Linda Darling-Hammond, widely acknowledged authority in 
teacher education and educational research and reform, will 
make her initial visit to the University of Maine as the College of 
Education’s 1995 Mark R. Shibles Distinguished Visiting 
Professor on Monday, May 15. Darling-Hammond, professor of 
education at Teachers College, Columbia University, and execu­
tive director of the National Commission on Teaching and 
America’s Future, will give the keynote address at the first 
meeting of the Maine Principals’ Association/College of Education 
Research Partnership.
The research meeting, taking place at Wells Conference Center 
from 9:30 a.m.-3 p.m., will examine the theory and practice of 
two structural changes - multiage or multigrade classrooms and 
alternative scheduling - both growing in use or discussion in 
Maine schools. Darling-Hammond will give her presentation, 
“Restructuring Schools for More Meaningful Learning,” at noon.
The partnership, established last fall, provides information and 
resources to address issues and needs of Maine educators with 
the goal of improving professional practice and student learning 
through expanded accessibility, understanding and use of 
research. The official collaboration solidifies a long-standing rela­
tionship with the College of Education, according to Richard 
Tyler, executive director of the 700-member Maine Principals’ 
Association. continued on page 15
Recipients of the first annual Elizabeth A. Morris Peacemaker Award are 
Evie Slaven, left, and Faith Mohs. Photo by Tim Boyd
First Elizabeth A. Morris 
Peacemaker Award Presented
The peacemaking activities of two University of Maine under­
graduates are being recognized with the presentation of the first 
Elizabeth A. Morris Peacemaker Award by the Wilson Center.
Evie Slaven of Orono, a senior philosophy major with a 
concentration in religious studies, and Faith Mohs of 
Portsmouth, a graduating senior in journalism, have been 
named the first recipients of the Peacemaker Award. The Award 
was created to honor the memory of the woman who, during her 
three years as campus minister of the Wilson Center, was active 
in promoting peace and student outreach ministry in the 
University community.
The annual Peacemaker Award is for undergraduates who 
have contributed their active efforts and leadership, however, 
quietly, to the promotion of peace in the community. Activism 
continued on page 13
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All events are free and open to the 
public unless otherwise specified.
Any speaker not otherwise identified 
is a member of the University of 
Maine faculty, staff or student body. 
Send notices of upcoming campus 
events to: Maine Perspective 
Calendar, Public Affairs.
Calendar of events listings MUST be 
typewritten and should be sent AT 
LEAST TWO WEEKS in advance.
Deadline for each issue: 9 a.m. 
Friday. For more information, call 
X3745.
8 Monday
Finals Begin May 8.
Graduate School Recognition 
Ceremony, 4-6 p.m., May 12, Maine 
Center for the Arts, with reception 
following in the Damn Yankee.
School of Nursing Pinning Ceremony, 
7 p.m., May 12, Hutchins Concert 
Hall, with reception to follow in Wells 
Conference Center. x2592.
Finals End May 12.
13 Saturday
ROTC Tri-Service Commissioning,
8 a.m., May 13,100 Corbett Business 
Building. xll26.
Commencement, 10:30 a.m., Alumni 
Field, May 13.(10:30 a.m. and
2:30 p.m., Alfond Arena, in case of 
rain.)
15 Monday
The Page Farm and Home Museum is gearing up for the summer season, 
complete with the opening of its adjacent Schoolhouse Museum. Saturday, 
June 3, in conjunction with Reunion ‘95 festivities on campus, the Holden 
Schoolhouse will be open for the first time. Furnished with turn-of-the-century 
artifacts traditionally found in one-room schoolhouses once dotting the Maine 
landscape, the Schoolhouse is the newest major addition to the Page Farm 
and Home Museum. photo by Tim Boyd
Summer Session Begins May 15.
16 Tuesday
Employee Recognition Banquet, 
honoring all employees with 25 years 
of service, 5 p.m. social hour, 6 p.m. 
banquet, May 16, Wells Conference 





“The Comparative Functional Morphology of the Amphipod Mandible and
Foregut," by Stephen Sampson, candidate for Ph.D. in zoology, 
12:30 p.m., May 10, 102 Murray Hall.
Employee Recognition Banquet, 
honoring all employees who are retiring 
and the recipients of the Outstanding 
Employee Awards, 5 p.m. social hour, 
6 p.m. banquet, May 17, Wells 
Conference Center. Tickets available 
by calling X1640.
18 Thursday
EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR GIRLS; 
ARE WE MAKING PROGRESS?
A Panel Discussion and Networking Session CoSponsored by 
the Women’s Resource Center Advisory Board & 
the Old Town/Orono Branch of AAUW
Wednesday, May 17, 3-5 p.m., Bangor Lounge, Union
CAMPUSWIDE COFFEE BREAKS 
Wells Conference Center 
Thursday, May 18, 
10:30-11:30 p.m.
Friday, May 19, 9-11 a.m.
Register at the Coffee Breaks for 
door prizes.
The Advisory Board of the Women's Resource Center and the Old 
Town/Orono Branch of AAUW propose to enhance understanding of gender 
bias in our schools and to support those working to end such bias by 
providing a forum for discussion and an opportunity for networking.
School board members, parents, teacher educators, students, student 
teachers, counselors, and administrators will speak and discuss:
▼ policies & practices to foster awareness of sex discrimination and 
encourage initiatives in gender equity
▼ women in administrative & policy-making positions
▼ equity for girls in mathematics & science education, physical 
education, vocational education, and special education
▼ gender bias in testing & evaluation
▼ representation of the achievements, experiences, and contributions of 
girls & women in curricula & lesson plans
▼ interventions to increase awareness of sexual harassment
▼ gender sensitive education about substance abuse, contraception, 
sexually transmitted diseases, eating disorders & depression 




Pop as Mannerism: Recycling Visual 
Conventions, a Museum of Art exhibit, May 12- 
June 26,1938 Gallery, Carnegie Hall.
Reception 3-4:30 p.m., June 3. x3255.
Pine, Plum and Bamboo: The Arts of Stencils. 
a Museum of Art exhibit, through May 26, Hole 
in the Wall Gallery. Union. x3255.
Susan Mills: Twice Bom. a Museum of Art 
exhibit, May 29-July 16, Hole in the Wall 
Gallery, Union. x3255.
Celebration: Alumni Gifts to the University Art 
Museum, a Museum of Art exhibit, June 1-16, 
Carnegie Gallery. Carnegie Hall. x3255.
“A” Is for Architecture, a Museum of Art 
exhibit, through June 11, Graphics Gallery, 
Union. x3255.
Marriage a la Mode: and other 18th Century 
Engravings by William Hogarth, a Museum of 
Art exhibit, through June 16, Hauck Auditorium 
Gallery. Union. X3255.
China: Exploring the Interior, 1903-04, a 
Hudson Museum exhibit, through June 25, 
Maine Center for the Arts. xl901.
Bound for Whampoa: Art and Artifacts of the 
Orient, a Hudson Museum exhibit, through 
June 25, Maine Center for the Arts. X1901.
Scroll Paintings of Xiong Zhi-Chun, a Hudson 
Museum exhibit, through June 25, Maine 
Center for the Arts. xl901.
Museums by Mail: Open Workshop, a 
Museum of Art exhibit, through Aug. 4, 
Carnegie Gallery, Carnegie Hall. x3255.
Maine Forest and Logging Museum - 
Leonard's Mills, open daily 9 a.m.-4 p.m., with 
guided tours available, Bradley. x2871.
Page Farm and Home Museum open Monday- 
Friday, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. x4100.
Hudson Museum open Tuesday-Friday, 9 a.m.- 
4 p.m.; Saturday-Sunday, 11 a.m.-4 p.m. 
X1901.
Athletic Mementos and Memorabilia Past and
Present, an M Club-sponsored exhibit, 
Memorial Gym Lobby.
Lyle E. Littlefield Trial Ornamental Garden, 
display of more than 2,000 varieties of land­
scape plants, Rangeley Road.
Meetings of Groups/Organizations 
Interdisciplinary Training for Health Care for 
Rural Areas Brown Bag Lunch, open staff 
meetings held every three weeks (next meeting 
May 15), noon-1 p.m., Hamm Room, Union. 
X2591.
Religious Worship
Newman Center/Our Lady of Wisdom Parish 
Weekly Liturgy: Sunday, 9:30 a.m. and 6:15 
p.m., Newman Center, 11:15 p.m., Bangor 
Lounge, Union; Monday-Thursday, 4:45 p.m., 
Newman Center. Confessions every Sunday, 
5:30 p.m., Newman Center. 866-2155.
Worship and Celebration at the Wilson Center, 
followed by a light supper of soup and bread, 
every Sunday, 5 p.m., 67 College Ave. 866- 
4227.
Hindu Prayer Meeting, contact Arvind Sharma, 
8660304.
Get-together with Orono Campus Ministers, 
every Monday, Wednesday and Thursday, 
11:30 a.m.- 2 p.m., Memorial Room, Union. 
8664227.
Ecumenical Brown Bag, mid-day prayers 
followed by discussion of “living our faith ques­
tions,” led by Rev. Deborah Adams, every 
Monday, 12:15-1 p.m., Memorial Room, Union. 
8664227.
A Baha’i Fireside, every Tuesday, 7 p.m., 
Totman Lounge, Union. 581-7095.
“A Taste of Home," home-cooked meal 
prepared by local church members, Wilson 
Center, every Thursday, 5:30 p.m., 67 College 
Ave. $2 donation. 8664227.
Muslim Prayer every Friday, noon-2 p.m., 
Drummond Chapel. x3449.
Miscellaneous
Study Abroad Resource Room open 11 a.m.- 
noon and 1-3:30 p.m., Monday; 9-11 a.m. and 
14:30 p.m., Tuesday; 11 a.m.-3 p.m., 
Wednesday; 9-11 a.m. and 12:304 p.m., 
Thursday; and noon-2:30 p.m., Friday, third 
floor, The Maples.
The Body Shop, a student-run business 
offering a variety of personal care products for 
sale, sponsored by the UMaine chapter of the 
American Marketing Association, every Monday 
and Thursday, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.. Union. 8667105.
Maynard F. Jordan Observatory open 8-
10 p.m. Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays when 
skies are clear. xl341.
Orono Farmers’ Market, every Saturday and 
Tuesday, 8 a.m. until sold out, May 20-Oct. 31, 
Steam Plant parking lot. 8664784.
Fann Store, open Monday-Friday, 11 a.m.- 
7 p.m., beginning June 1.
MAY TERM OPPORTUNITIES FOR FACULTY FOCUS ON INNOVATIVE TEACHING
The 1995 May Term Teaching and 
Learning Workshops for faculty will 
offer six opportunities to gain infor­
mation and skills and to share 
knowledge and expertise with 
colleagues in all disciplines.
“Teaching is the most important 
thing we do, but we seldom get 
together to talk about how we do it 
and how we can do it better,” says 
John Alexander, professor of civil 
engineering and acting dean of the 
College of Engineering, who is coor­
dinating this year’s faculty semi­
nars. “The focus is on teaching, and 
the idea is to share ideas and tech­
niques about what’s working in 
classrooms across the campus.”
The annual program, developed 
by and for UMaine faculty, is spon­
sored by the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.
This year’s seminars will include 
a panel discussion on effective and 
innovative teaching, and other 
faculty presentations on computers 
in the classroom, teaching over 
interactive television, multi-disci­
plinary offerings for students, 
assessment of learning, and the 
World Wide Web. The seminars will 
be offered between Tuesday, May 16 
and Wednesday, May 31.
As soon as the program is final, 
Alexander will mail faculty a work­
shop schedule and a personal invita­
tion to participate. “We’re all 
teachers, but also constant 
learners,” he says. “This is a real 
opportunity to learn how to do our 
jobs better and to help one 
another.” ▲
WIC Summer Reading Group
The Women in the Curriculum and Women’s Studies 
Program announces a summer reading group for faculty 
and graduate students on teaching in science, mathe­
matics and engineering. The book that will form the center 
of our discussion will be: Teaching the Majority: Breaking 
the Gender Barrier in Science, Mathematics and 
Engineering, a new release from Teachers College Press, 
edited by Sue V. Rosser.
This book represents pioneering work in teaching by 
scientists, mathematicians and engineers who have trans­
formed their courses to appeal to women students in 
particular, while retaining the courses' appeal for male 
students. Specific disciplines are covered in five parts: 
physics and engineering; chemistry; mathematics; 
computer science; and environmental science and 
geosciences. The group will meet weekly or biweekly, 
starting after exam week, with Sandra Haggard and Ann 
Schonberger facilitating. Also included for those who are 
interested will be instruction on using the Internet to learn 
more about the topic.
If you are interested in Joining the group or learning 
more about it, call WIC, X1228 or X1229.
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Orono Farmers’ Market Reopening for the Season on May 20
The Orono Farmers’ Market opens its second season Saturday, 
May 20. Many of last year’s most popular producers are 
returning to the Market, joined by a handful of newcomers. For 
two days each week through Oct. 31, the Orono Farmers’ Market 
will offer a variety of the freshest farm products and produce to 
customers in the University and surrounding communities.
Patrons can expect some changes this year, beginning with 
Market hours. Farmers’ Market will open at 8 a.m., allowing 
growers an extra hour in the morning for harvesting, and will 
remain open until producers are sold out for the day. Market 
days are Tuesdays and Fridays, even after the start of the 
UMaine academic year.
While vendors are still sending in applications to participate, 
Orono Farmers’ Market Manager Ed Lindsey of Charleston says 
he expects that there will be more products for sale this year.
“People should be able to find a full host of vegetables, and 
there will be a mix of growers - from the big ones like Peace Meal 
from Dixmont, Schartner’s from Thorndike and Porter’s Farms 
from Lincoln that form the anchors for the Market, to numerous 
smaller growers, some of whom will be offering heirloom, open- 
pollinated varieties of vegetables and flowers,” Lindsey says. 
“There also will be more flowers than ever, so flower shoppers 
should plan around the Farmers’ Market.”
Products at the Market will include fresh eggs, bagels and 
baked goods, vegetables and fruits in season, as well as preserves 
such as jams, jellies and relishes. Paul Matulis, known to many 
patrons simply as the “Bagel Guy,” is returning with fresh-baked 
bagels, cinnamon rolls and breads. John and Imogene Arno of 
Dexter also will be there with their potted perennials, fresh-cut 
flowers and what promise to be some of the earliest fresh green 
peas in central Maine.
A farmers’ market is not a “supermarket experience.” Rather, 
the variety of fresh fruit and produce for sale reflects the growing 
season. In the early week’s of the Orono Farmers’ Market, expect 
to find potted perennials and hanging baskets, as well as 
vegetable and flower seedlings. Most of the fresh produce will be 
in the form of fiddleheads, rhubarb, and spinach and other 
greens. As the growing season progresses, the variety and quanti­
ties of fresh produce will increase dramatically.
The Orono Farmers’ Market operates on a “no-buy rule,” which 
prohibits vendors from buying the produce of others and reselling 
it at Market. “That ensures the produce people buy here is grown 
by the person selling it,” says Lindsey. “It’s a quality assurance 
thing.”
This year, vendors will be encouraged to offer not just 
premium-quality produce, but also “deals” on produce that is in 
bulk or a different grade. Offering produce in a range of grades 
and prices accommodates more consumers’ buying needs. Food 
stamps and WIC coupons again will be accepted.
Customer satisfaction is a high priority for producers. Growers 
crave information about what customers want, and the Farmers’ 
Market gives customers the opportunity to tell farmers directly, 
says Lindsey. In addition, customers can ask for information from 
growers. People need more education on how to use vegetables, so 
producers are being encouraged to have recipes there as a 
resource.
In an effort to assist the Orono Farmers’ Market to better meet 
consumer demand, an on-site consumer survey will be adminis­
tered this summer by Alan Kezis, professor of agricultural 
resource economics, with the assistance of Thula Gwebu, an 
undergraduate majoring in agribusiness.
“A tremendous amount of research on farmers’ markets was 
done in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s in Maine and nationally, but 
little has been done in recent years,” says Kezis. “Surveys help 
get information on consumer preferences and assist the market 
in operating more effectively. Farmers want returns on their 
efforts, and like any business, they need to understand 
consumers’ demands.”
Lindsey offers customers the following basics about farmers’ 
market — tips to make patronizing more “fruitful” for producers 
and patrons:
▼ Shop early.
▼ Walk the entire market to see the range of variety and 
quality available.
▼ Learn what produce is in season and plan menus 
accordingly.
▼ Seek information from growers, including details about 
farming practices and creative ways to use produce.
▼ Give feedback to growers about what you as a consumer 
want to see sold at the market. ▲
EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION ACTIVITIES
May 16 and May 17
Employee Recognition banquets will be held Tuesday-Wednesday, 
May 16-17. All classified, professional and faculty members with 25 
years of service will be honored May 16. All classified, professional and 
faculty members who have elected to retire will be honored May 17, as 
will the recipients of the Outstanding Employee Awards. The recognition 
banquets will be held in Wells Conference Center each evening with a 
social hour beginning at 5 p.m., and the banquet at 6 p.m. The menu 
will be (1) Grilled Lemon Chicken and Broiled Lamb Chop with Mint, (2) 
Peppered Beef Tenderloin & Grilled Swordfish with Pineapple Salsa, (3) 
Three Pepper Quiche and Fresh Fruit (vegetarian). Anyone wishing to 
attend should contact Eileen Murphy, X1640. Tickets are $9 each.
25 Year Honorees - May 16
John Alexander Rita Fogarty Gerald Ouellette
William Baker Clyde Folsom Joseph Pechinski
V. Balakrishnan Edward Forsythe Arthur Pete
Marie Blackmore Brian Gerry Clayton Pinette
Phyllis Brooks Dennis Grant Diane Prescott
Alan Butler Ludlow Hallman Susan Robertson
Robert Cobb Gerald Herlihy Fred Round
Barbara Csavinszky William Lucy Detmar Schnitker
Peter Csavinszky Mark Lutz Charles Skaggs
Nancy Cunliffe Janice Madore Donald Stubbs
Ronald Davis Colin Martindale Madeline White
Louise Dean Stanley Marshall Anita Wihry
John Donovan Joseph Martin J. Norman Wilkinson
James Dunphy John Merrill Bernard Yvon
Oskar Feichtinger Richard Morrow Herbert Zeichick
Gwendolyn Fenderson Marcia Mower
Edward Ferguson Ruth Nadelhaft
Retirement Honorees - May 17
Patricia Atwood Lillian Garwood Edward LeVasseur
Helen Belyea Elizabeth Gibbs Doris Melanson
Priscilla Benoit Raymond Goodin Pauline Michaud
Jean Berger Marjorie Goodwin Rubie Nesbit
Barbara Bradbury Burnal Grant Norman Pelkey
Stella Clement-Brown Bradford Hall John Pettit
Barbara Csavinszky Lorene Hackett Susan Pierce
Kenneth Day Paul Harris Rupert Stafford
Ira Ellis Maxine Horne Madeline White
Irma Ellis Joanne Kochis Mildred Whitney
Roderick Forsgren Fern Lenfest Helen Young
Howard Forsythe Lawrence Lester Herbert Zeichick
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People in Perspective
Sheri Wilkin Smith is never very far from her day planner. 
“This is one of my greatest tools,” she says, flipping the pages of 
the organizer. “People are surprised when I follow up with them 
about something we discussed weeks earlier. I have a talent for 
investigating, and many people resources to call on. Part of that 
is because I’ve been here a number of years, and my desire to 
provide needed answers.”
Smith joined the University of Maine Cooperative Extension 
staff in 1987, working as a secretary for then interim director 
Louis Forman. It was a career change for Smith, who had been 
working in the health field in the Fort Lauderdale area before 
returning to her home state. As it has turned out, Cooperative 
Extension and Smith could not have been better suited for each 
other. The statewide organization of more than 200 employees 
has benefited from her longevity in the director’s office, and her 
talents for organizing, taking initiative, working with people and 
“seeing the big picture.” For Smith, the teamwork and educa­
tional information-sharing that are trademarks of Extension 
have provided a rich environment in which her career has 
grown. She is now a “behind-the-scenes” leader - and one of 
Cooperative Extension’s most effective spokespersons.
“I had decided to take a manageable job and go to school,” says 
Smith, who is pursuing a degree in early childhood environ­
ments and expects next year to have her teaching certification 
for grades K-8. “It all just blossomed from there. I’m the type of 
person who can’t take anything half way. When Judi Bailey 
came in as director, I had a voice, my opinion was valued, and 
she drew on my skills. The more she asked me to do, the more I 
met the challenge. The job quickly became something much 
more than a way to earn money while I took classes. What I like 
most about Extension are the people and its mission - what it 
stands for - helping people help themselves by providing 
research-based information. There’s so much more value in 
providing education instead of just giving answers. I feel pleased 
to be part of that.
“It’s been an education just being here in Extension. Now in 
my job, I have the ability to see the big picture and think about 
how even the most innocent decision could cause a ripple effect 
that was not intended. I see my role today tied into that,” says 
Smith, an administrative associate.
Among Smith’s most recent achievements was the creation of 
a staff development plan for the organization, written coopera­
tively with UMCE Program Associate Margot Dale. The plan 
evolved from a request from Director Vaughn Holyoke that 
orientation programs be created to introduce new employees to 
Extension.
Smith focused on staff development for Extension clerical 
support staff, while Dale concentrated on the needs of UMCE 
faculty and associates. “We realized there is a common core of 
information needed by everyone, and that’s why we decided to 
look at staff development, including orientation, for the organiza­
tion as a whole,” Smith says. They have conducted paper and 
telephone surveys to gather information on what people 
throughout Extension need in staff development, and are now in 
the process of identifying topics that will serve as focal topics for 
sessions plarmed in the next 18 months. Orientation sessions, 
part of the staff development plan, have been ongoing for the 
past year. By stressing shared knowledge in a shared learning 
environment, we were able to build a sense of community and 
break down the barriers of job categories, Smith says.
“I believe Extension is at the forefront in recognizing there is 
value in staff development, listening to all employees and being 
open to everyone’s ideas,” Smith says. “We have a long way to go, 
but we’re making progress. Our 1994 clerical support staff 
conference was the first planned completely by clerical support 
staff. The conference was a huge success for both the planners 
and the participants.
“The refreshing thing is now there is more communication 
among staff in the organization,” says Smith. “One of the things 
I enjoy most about Extension is that people care about others 
and about education, and not just in the academic sense. It’s part 
of people valuing others, and valuing their coworkers. Extension 
has a lot of leaders, including those behind the scenes identifying 
things that need to happen and helping see that they happen. 
There is a lot of teamwork, which is really valued in Extension.”
Sheri Wilkin Smith Photo by Tim Boyd
FARM STORE SUMMER HOURS
The Farm Store reopens Thursday, June 1. 
Hours will be 11 a.m.-7 p.m., Monday-Friday.
DO YOU DO WINDOWS?
Seeking faculty to teach two-hour workshops for one or more of the 
following Windows applications: Harvard Graphics, PowerPoint, or Lotus 
1-2-3. Contact: CIT, X1619 for more details.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
RADIO/TELEVISION SERVICE
DID YOU KNOW... We can lend video and 
audio support to grant proposals. 
We also help develop video, radio 
and audio concepts to enhance and 
support research projects and 
outreach activities.
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Three Honorary Degrees to be Presented at Commencement
Three distinguished men with strong connections to the 
University of Maine, one of whom put his UMaine degree to use 
in playing a key role in solving one of the most complicated and 
well-known scientific problems in recent history, will receive 
honorary doctoral degrees at UMaine’s 186th Commencement 
ceremony on Saturday, May 13.
Duncan Moore is a Biddeford native who received a physics 
degree from UMaine in 1969. A faculty member at the 
University of Rochester’s Institute of Optics for 25 years, Moore 
was chair of the Hubble Independent Review Panel, the group 
that directed the repair of the Hubble Space Telescope. The 
author of 81 publications, Moore holds 12 U.S. and Japanese 
patents for his inventions.
Gregory Chaitin, who is a member of the Computer Science 
Department at the IBM Watson Research Center in New York, 
is one of the creators of the field of Algorithmic Information 
Theory. His work involves the study and explanation of the foun­
dations of mathematics. Chaitin, a frequent visitor to Maine 
with a particular fondness for Mt. Desert Island, taught a short 
course titled, “The Limits of Mathematics,” at UMaine in June 
1994.
Commencement continued from page 1
Wells native Adam Hodgdon, a computer and electrical engi­
neering major, is the class salutatorian, having achieved a 3.95 
GPA.
Commencement is open to the public and no tickets are 
required. Continuing a tradition into its third year, the name of 
each graduate will be called and he or she will walk across the 
stage to be greeted by UMaine President Frederick Hutchinson, 
Vice President for Academic Affairs Judson Sheridan and the 
student’s college dean. The ceremony is expected to last about 
two hours.
Snowe, an Auburn native who represented Maine’s Second 
Congressional District for eight terms before her election to the 
Senate last November, is the first Greek-American woman 
elected to the Senate. She gained the same distinction upon her 
election to Congress in 1978 at the age of 31. Snowe is a member 
of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and 
Transportation, the Senate Budget Committee, the Senate 
Committee on Small Business and the Senate Committee on 
Foreign Relations.
Other Commencement-related activities include:
▼ The ROTC Tri-Service commissioning ceremony at 8 a.m. 
May 13,100 Corbett Business Building, featuring Maj. Gen. 
Nelson Durgin as speaker.
▼ The School of Nursing’s pinning ceremony, 7 p.m., Friday, 
May 12, at the Maine Center for the Arts, with 1993 graduate 
Beverly Henion as the featured speaker.
▼ The Graduate School’s recognition ceremony and hooding for 
master’s level graduates, 4 p.m., Friday, May 12, at the Maine 
Center for the Arts.
In the case of inclement weather, two Commencement exer­
cises will be held in Alfond Arena, one at 10:30 a.m. and the other 
at 2:30 p.m. The morning ceremony would include: the College of 
Business Administration, the College of Education, the Graduate 
School, the College of Natural Resources, Forestry and 
Agriculture and University College. The afternoon ceremony 
would be for the College of Arts and Humanities, the College of 
Engineering, the College of Sciences, the College of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences and the School of Engineering Technology. ▲
Lorin Hollander, a musician, philosopher and educator is 
recognized as one of America’s greatest pianists. He has brought 
an interdisciplinary approach to lectures on a variety of subjects 
relating to music, the arts, science, religion, creativity and 
psychology presented to such distinguished groups as the 
American Psychiatric Association and the Smithsonian Institute. 
A Maine resident since 1970, Hollander is also a member of the 
Advisory Board of the Maine Center for the Arts, where he 
performed in the fall 1993. ▲
First Class Graduating from 
American University in Bulgaria
The American University in Bulgaria has been making higher 
education history ever since it was established four years ago, 
but this month, a new chapter begins with the graduation of its 
first graduating class.
Baccalaureate degrees will be presented to 163 four-year 
students in outdoor ceremonies that begin at noon, Sunday, 
May 7, weather permitting. Dignitaries from more than 20 coun­
tries have been invited to be in the audience, including the 
University of Maine delegation made up of University of Maine 
President Fred Hutchinson, Judson Sheridan, vice president for 
Academic Affairs, and Charles Rauch, vice president for 
Business and Finance.
A number of Commencement speakers will highlight the cere­
mony, led by international philanthropist George Soros, a 
member of the AUBG board of trustees and a major contributor 
to AUBG since its inception. AUBG plans to bestow its first 
honorary degree to John Menzies, now serving as the acting 
ambassador to Bosnia.
Since March, there has been a series of important events 
taking place, all leading up to the history-making 
Commencement. An Ambassador’s Day brought ambassadors 
and members of the diplomatic corps to the Blagoevgrad 
campus. Corporate supporters of the University were honored at 
a reception in a Sophia art gallery, and a kickoff event was held 
to initiate an AUBG Alumni Association. This past Sunday, the 
achievements of AUBG’s outstanding students were recognized 
in an Honors Convocation.
Following Commencement, there will be a weeklong, five-city 
tour of the United States by an AUBG delegation — AUBG 
President Julia Watkins; AUBG Vice President for Development 
and University Relations Lyndall Grey, who is headquartered in 
Washington, D.C.; and AUBG graduating students Stratsimir 
Kulinski and Galina Chuleva. Students competed for the oppor­
tunity to represent AUBG on the U.S. tour that begins May 17.
Kulinski, a business major and co-founder of Radio AURA, the 
first privately licensed radio station in Bulgaria, will be staying 
in his homeland to pursue a career in radio broadcasting. 
Chuleva, an international relations major, has received a 
Fulbright grant and has been accepted to enter a master’s 
program at American University, Washington, D.C. Both will be 
among the members of the first AUBG graduating class who will 
have their post-graduate progress tracked by the institution in 
coming years.
The delegation will travel to Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, 
Chicago, Pittsburgh and New York, meeting with supporters of 
the institution and “sharing Commencement with them,” says 
Grey. The tour will give the AUBG student representatives an 
continued on page 11
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There’s No Technological 
Substitute for Taste
Back in the 1950s, University of Maine sensory evaluation 
pioneer Elizabeth Murphy was conducting taste tests on 
vegetable varieties grown in Maine, recruiting volunteers from 
Deering Hall to participate in evaluations of potatoes, apples, and 
other Maine commodities. Many of the taste tests were at the 
request of industries in the state, including some of the earliest 
sardine evaluations for the canning industry.
Ibday in the Department of Food Science and Human 
Nutrition, such sensory experiments have evolved into a much 
more sophisticated, refined science, with researchers compiling 
complex statistical data for analysis from each experiment. 
Indeed, the University of Maine is the only institution in New 
England - one of 15 in the country - that offers a formal sensory 
evaluation program with coursework in how to conduct such 
taste testing experiments. Half the graduate students working in 
the Department today use sensory science in their theses work.
Despite the technological advances, what hasn’t changed in all 
those decades is the critical component of such experiments - the 
sensory feedback from consumers.
“We can use all the latest equipment available, but it would not 
tell us what we want when it comes to developing a new product 
people will eat,” says Mary Ellen Camire, associate professor of 
food science who has been involved in sensory research for almost 
10 years. “Technology can tell us about color, chemical compo­
nents and the force it takes to compress or slice something. But 
determining what the taste is like, the general characteristics 
such as softness, and whether people are going to like it can be 
achieved no other way. We correlate chemical, physical and 
texture methods with what people like - relationships that help 
industry make predictions. continued on page 18
Facilities Management Survey 
Results Reflect Satisfaction
More members of the campus community are satisfied with 
the job performance of Facilities Management than they were 
five years ago, and a large majority of respondents said they do 
not favor privatization as a means of providing such services in 
the future, according to the results of a recent survey of depart­
ments and building managers on campus.
The survey, conducted by the Facilities Management Labor 
Management Board, asked a range of questions concerning satis­
faction with maintenance of grounds and buildings. More than 
57 percent of those surveyed responded.
“Overall, the survey results were pretty favorable. There were 
fewer complaints about performance issues than there were in 
the last survey in 1990,” according to Tom Cole, Facilities 
Management director. “The survey showed that not everyone 
was satisfied with the cost of getting work done, including cost 
estimates, and we’re going to look at that.
“What people are really concerned about is the lack of mainte­
nance. With each person responsible for two-and-a-half times the 
amount of cleaning than before budget cuts, we knew there 
would be more dissatisfaction,” Cole says. “People are more 
aware than ever that deferred-maintenance is taking its toll.”
Cole noted that the survey results will be used to improve the 
department and to “focus the attention of the administration on 
maintenance needs.” In addition, short-term needs pointed out 
by respondents will be addressed, but resource-based needs will 
have to be considered “longer-term problems.” ▲
University of Maine President Fred Hutchinson, left, accepts a $100,000 
donation from Bangor Savings Bank President Malcolm Jones that brings 
UMaine School of Performing Arts Building - the Class of '44 Hall - near its 
funding goal. UMaine and Bangor Savings Bank officials gathered for the 
presentation earlier this week at the bank's new operations center on 
Hammond Street. The bank has a long history of commitment to the arts at 
the University. It has been the sponsor of the annual faculty gala offered by 
the Departments of Theatre/Dance and Music, and has annually spon­
sored a concert at the Maine Center for the Arts. The University plans to 
recognize the bank by naming the principal teaching space in the building 
the Bangor Savings Bank Classroom. This donation also follows Bangor 
Savings Bank's fulfillment of a pledge to create an endowment fund for 
teaching excellence.
The building itself will be named the Class of 1944 Building in recogni­
tion of the donor making the largest contribution. It will link the MCA, which 
houses the Hutchins Concert Hall and the Hudson Museum, to Hauck 
Auditorium. It will be the new home of the School of Performing Arts, which 
will result from the merger of the existing Department of Theatre/Dance 
and Department of Music, and will house recital halls and studios as well 
as add needed administrative and storage space to the MCA and the 
Museum.
Maine voters approved a bond issue in 1988 that provided $1.8 million 
toward the $6 million project, leaving the University to raise the remaining 
$4.2 million. The project is part of the $54.5 million Campaign for Maine, a 
five-year comprehensive campaign. The Bangor Savings Bank donation 
helps meet a $500,000 challenge grant from the Kresge Foundation and 
leaves the University with $270,000 yet to raise. Construction already is 
under way.
New Award Named for Fallen 
Maine Trooper Jeffrey Parola
The legal technology program at University College presented 
its first Jeffrey Parola Award to Eric Richard of Rumford Center 
during a ceremony earlier this week at the Bangor Airport 
Marriott.
Named for a state trooper and former Hampden police officer 
killed last year in the line of duty, the award is presented to a 
graduating student chosen by classmates in the law-enforce­
ment program as the person they’d most like to be their partner.
The three other finalists also were recognized. They are Dan 
Beaulieu of Mexico, Glen McGary of Bangor and Marc Poulin of 
Dexter.
Members of Parola’s family and former coworkers were 
invited to be present at the ceremony. Mary Louis Kurr, chair 
and associate professor of legal technology, orchestrated the 
establishment of the Award. ▲
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Campus Science Lab Experiment Provides Life-Saving Lesson
A simple laboratory demonstration involving students testing 
samples of their urine has changed the life of one participant in 
the experiment.
A student in a UMaine science class who voluntarily partici­
pated in the demonstration was surprised to see a urine test strip 
turn a dark brown, indicating very high levels of glucose in the 
urine. The student brought the test strip to the attention of a 
graduate student teaching assistant, who advised contacting a 
physician.
Within days, the student was diagnosed with Type I or insulin­
dependent diabetes. On the advice of a physician, the student
has temporarily withdrawn from the University.
“The student was concerned about it right after the test, and 
all I did was suggest follow up with a doctor,” the graduate 
student says. “This is a good example of a student who used the 
resources available. The student was the one who was motivated 
and took the initiative to do the test.”
The class includes 10 labs each semester focusing on different 
parts of the anatomy. In this lab on excretion, “side demonstra­
tions” were set up to directly involve students in experiments.
Special Thanks
The Classified Scholarship Committee would like to thank all of the 
people who helped with the 50/50 raffles by selling tickets in their build­
ings. By working as team, we are able to award scholarships to our chil­
dren and grandchildren. Many thanks for your efforts.
WOMEN IN THE CURRICULUM GRANTS AWARDED
Five individual faculty members and three teams of faculty and profes­
sional staff members have received summer grants totaling $13,000 
from the Women in the Curriculum and Women’s Studies Programs. 
Funded work includes projects designed to improve the academic 
climate for women students, research projects incorporating curriculum 
transformation, and a reading grant. For information about next year's 
grants program, contact WIC Director Ann Schonberger, xl229.
▼ Alice Bruce, associate professor of chemistry, and Mitchell Bruce, 
associate professor of chemistry, "Improving the Academic Climate for 
Women in Chemistry."
▼ Linda Kling, associate professor of Animal and Veterinary Sciences, 
Joanne Tynon, assistant professor of forest management, and Mary 
Wiedenhoeft, associate professor agronomy, “Female Role Models and 
Mentors for Students in Agriculture, Aquaculture, and Forestry.”
▼ Robert Lad, associate professor of physics, “Improving the Academic 
Climate and Encouraging Careers in Physics for Women."
▼ Nancy Ogle, associate professor of music, and Kathleen Lignell, 
communications coordinator, Sea Grant, poet/scholar, and Scott 
Brickman, independent scholar in music, “Collaboration of American 
Women in Music and Poetry: Women Composers’ Use of Texts by 
Women Poets of the 1950s.”
▼ Harlan Onsrud, associate professor and chair of spatial information 
science and engineering, “A Branch of Engineering Attractive to Women."
▼ Kristin Sobolik, assistant professor of anthropology and quaternary 
studies, "Sex Determination and Dietary Analysis of Prehistoric Human 
Paleofeces."
▼ Claire Sullivan, assistant professor of communication and journalism, 
“Women's Ways of Coping: Support and Adjustment During the Breast 
Cancer Experience."
▼ Marie Tessier, instructor in communication and journalism, "Feminist 
Fundamentals: A Reading Grant for a Journalist, Journalism Instructor, 
and Journalism Critic.”
The urine test strips were available to measure concentrations of 
glucose, ketone and protein.
“It was interesting because many of the students bypassed this 
experiment since it involved bringing urine back to the lab, but 
this student was interested,” according to the graduate student. 
“It turned out fortunate that this student was one of the few who 
did the experiment.
“Students always want to know, ‘why do we have to know this,’ 
or “what’s the point?’ This is an example of something we do in 
lab being really relevant to people’s Eves,” the graduate student 
says. ▲
University of Maine Student Shel Eames has presented one of her orig­
inal paintings to the Peace Studies Program. The work, acrylic on 
canvas titled: 1995 The Year of Tolerance, will hang in the Peace 
Studies office in the Maples. On hand for the presentation are Kathryn 
Gaianguest, associate professor of sociology and director of the Peace 
Studies Program, and Barbara Blazej, Peace Studies administrative 
assistant. Eames has worked with the Peace Studies Program for three 
years as a volunteer and then as a Work Study student. She is gradu­
ating as an applied sociologist with a concentration in Peace Studies. 
She is described as a "true peacemaker who expresses her hope for a 
more peaceful, just world through her art, writing and actions." 
According to Eames, art is a universal language based on individual 
interpretation. “I just wanted to give people something to wonder 
about,” she says. “We are a part of earth, but how do we act out that 
responsibility? The alternative for me is celebration of difference and 
uniqueness.” Photo by Tim Boyd
DOWNEAST DESSERT SOCIAL
Saturday, May 20, 6:30 p.m.
Keith Anderson Community Center, Bennoch Road
The Downeast Dessert Social is a family event, sponsored by the 
Orono Community Music Project. Musical entertainment will be 
provided by the Maine Steiners. On-site childcare will be available. 
Tickets: $5, $3 for children under 9. For information, call 866-3411.
NOTICE TO CAMPUS
As things currently stand, Facilities Management expects 
to discontinue mail services to Bangor, i.e., University College 
and System-wide Services, on June 30. If anyone feels that 
this creates substantial problems, call x2671. We will register 










OUglUS DOW, the Outstanding Graduating Student in the College of 
Arts and Humanities, is a dual major in history of Art and English with 
a 3.91 GPA. He has also earned a minor in Medieval and 
Renaissance Studies. Dow has focused his studies in two periods
primarily, the Renaissance and Modern ages, and has balanced his analytical studies 
with creative writing. Over the years, he has received numerous awards, including an 
Andrew W. Mellon Fellowship in Humanities Studies. He will enroll in the graduate 
program in history of art this fall either at Pennsylvania State University, which has 
offered him a full fellowship, or the University of Virginia. His honors thesis here at 
UMaine entails a rethinking of the traditional definition of Mannerism, the movement in 
16th-century art that sprang from the High Renaissance in Italy, and applying this 
newly formulated conceptual definition to Pop-Art from the 1950s and 1960s. Such 
original thinking will benefit history of art in the years to come.
& dward Hunt, the Outstanding Graduating Student in the College of Business Administration, is a nontraditional student who is married and the father of two children. As a student, he received the Howard F. Green Memorial Scholarship and also received a fellowship from the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A member of Phi Kappa Phi and president of 
the University of Maine chapter of Beta Gamma Sigma, the National honorary society for 
students in AACSB-Accredited programs in business, Hunt has an accumulated grade 
point average of 3.91. Hunt has accepted an offer from Champion International to work 
in its corporate accounting department in Stamford, Conn.
Jlamt /Horton ri)alriiia Qtebon
QeJuia. S-parlitiif JurcoUt
imiVOOd Lancaster is University College’s Outstanding Graduating 
g i Student. A non-traditional student, he is a former wood cutter and hauler, 
truck driver, garage manager and the father of four children. Lancaster 
grew up in Eddington, bought his first chain saw and pick-up truck at age 
14, and went to work in the woods. He was working for a logging company when he 
was injured on the job, ending his career as a physical laborer. “I dusted off my GED 
and went to see about going to school. This has been one of the best things that ever 
happened to me,” according to Lancaster. “College is far more than memorizing words 
in some strange text; it’s socialization; it's learning to think in a critical manner; its 
finding yourself and realizing that no boundary is insurmountable.” Lancaster has a 
3.5+ cumulative average. A student in the Honors Program, he is working on his 
thesis: “Bangor, Maine: A Case Study of Social and Civic Participation,” and expects to 
graduate from the University College in August. He plans to pursue a degree in envi­
ronmental studies at UMaine in the fall.
<V idd Ludden the Outstanding Graduating Student in the College of Natural Resources, Forestry and Agriculture, will graduate with a bachelor’s degree in wildlife ecology with concentrations in science and international conservation. An outstanding student in a chal­
lenging and highly competitive program, she has maintained a 4.0 GPA while at 
UMaine. She has been active in campus activities, including Campus Crusade for 
Christ and the Student Chapter of the Wildlife Society. As an undergraduate, she has 
worked for the Tennessee Valley Authority, the University of Maine, and Acadia 
National Park in order to gain experience in conservation of endangered species.
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es
f aren Moreau, the Outstanding Graduating Student in the College of 
KJ Engineering, graduated first in her class from Jay High School in 1991
■IT and will graduate first in her civil engineering class from the University
of Maine with a 3.84 grade point average. While maintaining this high 
level of academic achievement, she has been an energetic and effective student citizen, 
with an active role in several student organizations. Karen has also been an exemplary 
citizen off-campus. She has demonstrated engineering principles to elementary school 
students, encouraged junior high and high school students to explore engineering as a 
possible career, and helped Giri Scouts with the engineering merit badge. She has also 
worked to help disadvantaged children by participating in Operation Santa Clause and 
helping to organize a Christmas Party for foster children. In the fall, Moreau will be 
starting graduate study in architecture at Texas A&M University.
7> atrida Nelson is the Outstanding Graduating Student of the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences and the first valedictorian from the College in its six-year history. She also is the first recipient of the Class of 1942 Distinguished Student Award. For the past two years at the 
University of Maine, she has worked eight- to 12-hour weeks for the
Cutler Health Center doing preventative health screening in the dormitories and staffing 
the Cutler MASH room. This summer, Nelson plans to move to Portland, pass her 
nursing licensing exam, begin her career as a nurse, and marry her fiance, a 1993 
UMaine graduate in chemical engineering. She has excelled in the basic biological, social 
and behavioral sciences, and in her clinical assignments, while maintaining a balance in 
her life and service to the community. She epitomizes the liberally educated practitioner.
OShua Sparfing, a biochemistry major, is the Outstanding Graduating 
f R Student in the College of Sciences. Sparling has garnered the support and 
respect of his instructors and advisors, one of whom describes him as 
being “in the top 2 percent of undergraduate prospects I have had over the 
past 25 years.” Sparling has spent the last two summers in medical 
research at the Maine Center for Cancer Medicine and the Tumor Biology Lab at the 
Maine Medical Center Research Institute. In spring 1994, Sparling spent every Friday 
morning for five months “shadowing” a physician at Eastern Maine Medical Center. 
According to that physician, “it would be hard to pick an undergraduate more likely to be 
successful in a medical career.” Sparling has received a National Science Foundation 
Award for Undergraduate Research and is also receiving the Radke Award for the most 
outstanding senior in biochemistry. He may do research at Harvard this next year before 
heading to medical school the following year.
cnee Turcotte, the Outstanding Graduating Student in the College of 
f £ U Education, will receive a bachelor’s degree in elementary education with 
f a concentration in the sciences. She is graduating with a 3.96 GPA.
Turcotte grew up in Litchfield, attended Syracuse University for a year, 
then transferred to UMaine. She did extend field experiences in three area schools, and 
is completing her senior internship at Asa Adams Elementary in Orono. Her senior 
research project, ‘The Effectiveness of Public Education for the Native Children of 
Alaska,” received the outstanding research award from the College of Education faculty. 
Citing her study of Inuit children in Alaska, Turcotte says her dream is to work in a “really 
unique situation,” and then continue her education in graduate school.
AUBG continued from page 7 
opportunity to talk about why they 
chose AUBG, their academic experi­
ences, and the role they see the insti­
tution playing in their future, and that 
of their country and the region.
The tour culminates May 24 in a 
black tie dinner in New York for 
AUBG supporters, hosted by 
Christopher Forbes of Forbes 
Magazine. The May 24 event coincides 
with Sts. Cyril and Methodius Day in 
Bulgaria, the country’s national 
holiday of education and culture.
Founded in 1991 as a joint project of 
Bulgaria and the United States, 
AUBG is a liberal arts institution 
working in partnership with the 
University of Maine, which extends its 
accreditation, curriculum development 
and planning assistance. Initial 
funding for the institution’s establish­
ment came from the Bulgarian and 
U.S. governments, and the Soros 
Foundation. UMaine has provided no 
direct funding to AUBG.
Of the history being made at AUBG, 
Grey notes that, up to this point, 
“we’ve talked about the quality of our 
students and the promise of this insti­
tution. We’ve been a founding institu­
tion for four years. Now our students 
are getting degrees and being sent into 
the world, and we will be able to 
measure our success as an institution. 
This is a step-off point for us as a 
mature institution with a graduating 
class and an alumni association. It is a 
crucial point in our history.
“Some of our students have had job 
offers from as many as three multina­
tional corporations. There is incredible 
competition for our graduates. These 
young men and women are the 
emerging leadership of Bulgaria’s 
private sector. Over the next two to 
three years, our students will prove 
what we have hoped of them. They 
will be an ideal bridge between 
Bulgaria, Eastern Europe and the 
West because they have had the best 
of both worlds after experiencing four 
years of Western education in Eastern 
Europe. We are creating an incredible 
talent pool in Bulgaria. Next year and 
in succeeding years, we will begin to 
graduate students from other coun­
tries in Eastern Europe such as 
Albania, Poland, Romania, Macedonia, 
Moldova and the countries that 
formerly comprised Yugoslavia. AUBG 
is creating an incredible talent pool for 
the entire region. This is what we 
have set out to do, and our students 
are the proof of our achievement.” ▲
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Paul Grosswiler, assistant 
professor, Department 
Communication and Jour­
nalism, published an invited 
chapter: “Continuing Media 
Controversies,” Global 
Journalism: A Survey of 
International Communication, 
3rd edition, pp. 103-120, edited 
by John C. Merrill and 
published by Longman (1995).
MaJo Keleshian, graphic 
artist for the Sea Grant 
Marine Advisory Program, has 
had two paintings accepted in 
the 1995 Annual Juried Show 
of the Maine Coast Artists in 
Rockport. In addition, she will 
be having a one-person show 
at the Leighton Gallery in 
Blue Hill (opening May 28). 
This winter/spring, she had 
works in a Union of Maine 
Visual Artists show, Moments, 
at the Ellsworth Public 
Library and in the Ciy of the 
Loon Gallery in So. Casco (by 
invitation).
Professor Melvin Burke, 
Department of Economics, 
with graduate students Kraig 
Schwartz, history, and 
William Steele, economics: 
“NAFTA Numbers Don’t Add 
Up” in 77ie Humanist 
(March/April) pp. 5, 36.
Robert Klose, assistant 
professor of biological science, 
University College: “Multiple 
Sclerosis” and “Porphyria,” 
Magill’s Medical Guide: 
Health and Illness, Salem 
Press (March 1995).
Doug Allen, professor of 
philosophy: “Recent Defenders 
of Eliade: A Critical 
Evaluation,” Religion 24:333- 
51 (1994).
Stacey Gunter, assistant 
Extension educator, Ted 
McCollum and Robert Gillen, 
professors, OSU, and Les 
Krysl, associate professor, 
University of Nevada: “Diet 
Quality and Ruminal 
Digestion in Beef Cattle 
Grazing Midgrass Prairie 
Rangeland or Plains Bluestem 
Pasture Throughout the 
Summer,” J. Anim. Sci., 
73:1174-86 (1995).
Joyce Longcore, research 
assistant professor, 
Department of Plant Biology 
and Pathology: “Morphology 
and Zoospore Ultrastructure 
of Entophlyctis luteolus sp. 
nov. (Chytridiales): Implications 
for chytrid taxonomy,” Mycologia, 
87:25-33.
Mary Ellen Camire, asso­
ciate professor of food science, 
Jianxin Zhao, Twin Marquis 
Industries, N.Y., Michael 
Dougherty, scientific techni­
cian, and Rodney Bushway, 
professor of food science: “In 
Vitro of Benzo(a) pyrene by 
Extruded Potato Peels,” 
Journal of Agricultural and 
Food Chemistry, 43(4):970-973 
(1995).
FRATERN TTY/SORORITY LIVE-IN ADVISOR CANDIDATES NEEDED
All UMaine fraternities and sororities with houses now employ live-in advi­
sors. They have proven to be very helpful resources for the young men and 
women residing in our Greek community.
Specific qualifications for the position are: a sincere interest in advising 
young men and women in a cooperative living environment; a mature pres­
ence that reflects insight and wisdom gained from life experiences; the 
ability to establish a good working relationship with people; an appreciation 
for the importance of putting forth a maximum effort in the area of 
scholastic achievement; and an ability to be firm and decisive when appro­
priate.
Complimentary room and board would be available to all live-in advisors, 
along with the possibility of a stipend.
Traditional house mother candidates would also be welcome. For more 
information, call the Student Activities Office, 581-1792.
Preparing to learn more about farm finance and the Farm Credit System 
during a twoday conference in Springfield, Mass., are University of Maine 
resource economics students (seated, from left) Nathan Keliher of 
Gardiner, Susanne Cleary of Tobique, New Brunswick, Sonya Easley of 
Indian Island, Jamison Leavitt of Auburn and (standing, center) Shawn 
McPherson of Gorham, who is flanked by (left) George Criner, associate 
professor of agricultural and resource economics, and F. Richard King, 
chair of the Department of Business Management at University College. 
The five students are completing bachelor’s degrees in agribusiness and 
resource economics after transferring from the University College business 
management program. The trip was one of three activities that make up 
the Farm Credit Fellowship Program offered annually to students chosen 
competitively through the Maine Cooperative Council and the Farm Credit 
Bank in Springfield. The fellowship also includes a four-day orientation to 
the financial markets in New York City next January and a week this 
summer with a Maine cooperative, such as Agway or the Maine Potato 
Growers Association, or with one of the Farm Credit regional offices in 
Presque Isle or Auburn. Photo by Tim Boyd
READER ROUND TABLE
Sponsored by Gannett Press/Maine Sunday Telegram and 
the Maine Council of Churches
May Topic: Sex Education in the Public Schools 
Tuesdays 
12:30-2:30, FFA Room, Union
7-9 p.m., All Souls Congregational Church, Bangor 
For more information, call the Studies Circle facilitator, 
Rev. Deborah Adams, 866-4227
SURPLUS SALE: The University of Maine offers for sale, on an as-is where- 
is basis, the following: (1) ‘93 FORD TAURUS GL, 4 door, 6 cylinder, A/C, 
AM/FM/tape, cruise control, 54,000 miles, $9,700; (1) OLD HAMMOND 
ORGAN, treddle type, with large speaker, BEST OFFER; (1) CALCOMP 1025 
PEN PLOTTER, Artisan Plus, 8 pen. 2 meg plot buffer, $900; (1) IBM 6182 
PLOTTER, $500; (3) PRINTERS, Epson DX-20 & STAR, daisywheel, $25 
each; (1) PRINTER STAND, desk top, plastic, $5; (1) DATA DOC SWITCH for 
drives A and B, $10; (4 boxes) ZENITH COMPUTER CHIPS, 256K expan­
sion for Zenith 100 series $10; (15) IBM CORRECTING SELECTRIC III TYPE­
WRITERS, $75 each; (16) DICTATING UNITS, Cassette Master CM2, $25 
each; (1) SMALL METAL DESK, single pedestal, $40; (500’) 25 PIN 
COMPUTER CABLE, 20 cents per foot; (1) METAL BASKETBALL RIM, $5; 
(16) TOKEN RING CARDS, ISA & Micro Channel, 4.77 MBPS, w/cable, 
$100 each; (1) TOKEN RING HUB, 8 port, $150; (1) ELECTRONIC 
STENCIL CUTTER, Eklund 7800, $50; (6) ROOM DIVIDERS (PARTITIONS), 
fabric with metal frames, free standing $20 each; (2) PRINTER STANDS, 4' 
high, $10 each; (1) CLOTHES DRYER, Westinghouse, needs belt FREE; (1) 
CROSS SWITCH, FREE; (1) MULTIMEDIA ACCESS CENTER, $100; (8) 8 BIT 
NETWORK CARDS, FREE to $25. Off-campus inquiries are welcome. Items 
usually sell for the prices specified, however, lower offers are sometimes 
considered. For further information contact Ron Logan, Purchasing Dept., 
581-2692. E-mail Logan@Maine.
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Peacemaker Award continued from page 2
includes advancing the goal of social justice and non-violence, 
promotion conflict resolution through dialogue or negotiation, 
contributing to programs assisting the poor or homeless, involve­
ment in efforts to protect the environment, or like efforts that 
exemplify the things that make for peace.
Slaven is described as a passionate person “who has a strong 
belief in the need to build caring and life-affirming communities.” 
She was cited for her “deep faith in the need and possibility for 
self-empowerment. She believes that each of us can develop our 
own leadership potential. In this regard, she has a strong commit­
ment toward democracy in the sense of mutual self-empowerment 
and the capacity of people to take control of their lives.” Slaven’s 
nomination went on to note that her peace is “not a passive peace 
or a negative peace of avoiding conflict. Her life is one of struggle. 
Her’s is a dedication to struggle for a positive peace with justice. 
She has a strong belief in trusting people’s experience to find 
answers to their own oppression.”
Mohs was cited for her leadership abilities and willingness to 
help others. Through her years of active community volunteerism, 
community organizing and active leadership, Mohs has been 
“committed to social justice and equality.” She was cited for the 
Award based on her sincere, innate desire to assist others, and “a 
certain wizardry when it comes to problem solving. She is a doer, 
a go-getter, creative and versatile, with unlimited energy” when it 
comes to making a difference in the lives of others.
“Both of these women have demonstrated very different yet 
effective abilities in the myriad realms of peace making,” says 
Deborah Adams, Protestant campus minister and member of the 
Peacemaker Award Committee. “They were nominated as persons 
who live their lives clearly and intentionally, portraying a priority 
for peace with justice. Each has integrated political and personal 
aspects of the promotion of peace, and both are recognized as 
leaders by their peers. They promote non-violent solutions to diffi­
cult situations and are interested in helping others help them­
selves, knowing that empowerment and coalition-building are key 
to the promotion of enduring peace. Evie and Faith do not see 
things as impossible, and have been given the spirit to live as if 
anything is possible. These are all qualities of character and 
action of the late Elizabeth Morris.”
In 1986, Slaven was working part-time jobs and raising a 
family when she first took part in the Displaced Homemakers 
Program, located on the Bangor campus, now known as the 
Maine Centers for Women, Work and Community. There she 
participated in career planning, and by 1990, was enrolled part 
time at UMaine. Ibday, her two daughters are also taking classes 
on campus and Slaven, who expects to complete her bachelor’s 
degree in the next year, is looking ahead to graduate school.
Slaven has been active in the Peace and Justice Center in 
Bangor since 1987, and has served as a member of the Center’s 
Education Committee. She was instrumental in creating 
UMaine’s Philosophy Club for students, and has been involved in 
the Maine Peace Action Committee for the past year. In addition 
to her many community activities, Slaven now leads self-esteem 
and assertiveness training workshops and outreach programs for 
the Maine Centers for Women, Work and Community.
“My definition of peace is internal and external,” says Slaven. 
“Inherent in peace is a struggle. That may seem contradictory but 
to say we have conflict - you disagree with me and I disagree 
with you - means we then have to work it out. It reflects that I’m 
acting on my beliefs, that I'm standing up for my convictions, and 
there’s a harmony we’re working toward.
“I try to bring people together to talk in everything I do. We 
may disagree, but the fact is we’re talking and that’s how the 
story keeps moving. It may mean we have to give up something, 
but we’re moving toward a shared goal and vision of a better 
world. Dialogue is the key.”
Getting people together in order to gain a better understanding 
of others also is at the heart of the work of Mohs. She began 
volunteering in her community as a high school student when she 
joined her peers in conducting drug and alcohol awareness 
programming in area grammar schools. Mohs has been a UMaine 
volunteer, and for the past two years, has coordinated the 
University’s office of VOICE - Volunteers in Community Efforts. 
She spent her spring break last year assisting earthquake victims 
in Los Angeles, and was in Florida this past March, building a 
Habitat for Humanity home.
“I like to get people involved and help them get the same inspi­
ration out of helping others that I’ve received,” says Mohs, who 
transferred to UMaine from Roanoke College three years ago. “If 
everybody helped out and volunteered, we would all get along 
better, working to a common goal.
“Peace is whenever a person feels comfortable and happy with 
themselves and other people. It is not necessarily acceptance but 
understanding,” Mohs says. “When a volunteer goes into the life of 
someone else and understands where he or she is coming from, 
peacemaking begins. Student volunteers going into the commu­
nity to the elderly or children, sharing their education and experi­
ences, understand more of what is involved in making a whole 
community. When people have that understanding, they can help 
make it work together better.” ▲
Merger continued from page 1
originally envisioned as housing the two distinct departments 
— had already begun.
The merger will result in the loss of one support staff position 
that is being handled through attrition. There will be no faculty 
reductions. In the budget for the first year, some accounts have 
been joined, while others have been left separate. Further 
melding of the budget will occur in subsequent years.
Under current plans, leadership will consist of a director and 
an associate director, with one selected from the theatre/dance 
discipline and the other from music. After three years, the asso­
ciate director would assume the director’s role, and a next asso­
ciate director would be chosen from the other discipline.
Mikotowicz says the music, theater and dance disciplines will 
present performances as part of a unified season. Concerts and 
the theatre/dance season, which consists of Alan Ayckbourne’s 
Table Manners, Timberlake Wertenbaker’s Our Country’s Good, 
and How Suite It Is: An Evening of Neil Simon, and the annual 
dance concert, will appear on the same schedule and be included 
in the price of a season ticket. The disciplines also are collabo­
rating on an opera, possibly Johann Strauss’ Die Fledermaus.
It will be another year before the Class of 1944 Building, now 
under construction between Hauck Auditorium and the Maine 
Center for the Arts, is ready for occupancy. Flemming hopes in 
the meantime, School faculty will be able to occupy Lord Hall.
“We’re preparing and looking forward to moving into our 
brand new facility in the fall of 1996,” says Mikotowicz.
During the next academic year, when Hauck Auditorium will 
not be available as a performance venue because of construction, 
theatrical productions will be presented at the Cyrus Pavilion 
Theatre. Mikotowicz says the School is looking forward to the 
“unique challenge” of mounting productions in the Pavilion. 
Musical events will continue in their usual venues — the Lord 
Hall recital hall and the Maine Center for the Arts. ▲
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Professor Melvin Burke, 
Department of Economics, 
spent the month of March 
consulting with the Barents 
Group (PKMG) Fiscal Reform 
Project (USAID) in 
Krugyzstan. He also presented 
a paper: “NAFTA; 
Unproductive Finance and 
Real Unemployment,” at the 
8th Annual Labor Segmen­
tation Conference at Notre 
Dame University, April 21-23.
Charles Grant, director, 
counseling center, hosted the 
annual conference of North­
eastern Counseling Center 
Directors (NECCDC) at the 
Portland Regency Hotel, 
April 2-4. The conference was 
attended by 48 counseling 
center directors from institu­
tions in the Northeast. Clyde 
Folsom, staff counseling, 
provided Maine humor at the 
opening dinner. He also 
presented a program on: 
“Superlearning,” a popular 
program at the University.
The Counseling Center spon­
sored and hosted a conference: 
“Suicide Among Adolescents 
and Young Adults: Pre- and 
Postvention,” April 7, Wells 
Conference Center. The confer­
ence, which attracted 116 
mental health workers from 
around the state, featured 
Pamela Cantor, an interna­
tionally renowned expert in 
the area of adolescent suicide, 
who is a lecturer in psychology, 
Department of Psychiatry, 
Cambridge Hospital, Harvard 
Medical School.
Cynthia Mahmood, assistant 
professor of anthropology, was 
a guest speaker at the 
International Sikh Youth 
Federation Convention in 
Vancouver, April 8.
Linda Yelland, assistant 
professor of psychology, and 
William Stone, professor of 
psychology, presented a poster: 
“Belief in the Holocaust: 
Effects of Personality and 
Propaganda,” at the Annual 
Meeting of the Eastern 
Psychology Association, 
Boston, March 31-April 2.
Susan Brawley, professor of 
plant biology, has been nomi­
nated by the members of the 
Phycology Society of America 
as one of two candidates for 
the office of vice-president/ 
president-elect. The election 
will take place in June. The 
PSA is the largest professional 
society in the world for scien­
tists who study algae and was 
founded in 1946. Brawley has 
also received a grant from the 
National Geographic Society 
for a study: “The Reproductive 
Ecology of Seaweeds: Solution 
to a Baltic Enigma?” Brawley, 
graduate student Ester 
Serrao (PB & P), and under­
graduate Joseph McIntyre 
(BMMB) will spend most of 
the summer in Sweden doing 
collaborative research with 
Swedish scientists at the 
University of Stockholm and 
the University of Umea.
Gail Yvon, education outreach 
coordinator, Canadian- 
American Center, represented 
the University of Maine at two 
recent national meeting: 
National Consortium for 
Teaching Canada, Orlando, 
Feb. 24-26, at which she 
reported recent cross-border, 
on-site in Canada, and 
regional U.S. impact in 
Canadian Studies Education 
Outreach; and Becoming 
Better Partners: Building 
Educational Alliances for 
International Competence, a 
U.S. Department of Education- 
supported conference in 
Washington, D.C., April 9-11. 
Yvon co-chaired a session on 
Study Abroad and 
International Travel, 
presenting: “Yes, Canada is 
Abroad and You Can Get 
There from Here! Links 
between Study in Canada and 
School/Community Outreach.”
Marisue Pickering, associate vice presi­
dent for academic affairs, has been 
named the recipient of a faculty visiting 
fellowship at the University of Sydney, 
Australia, Faculty of Health Science. 
Between the middle of May and the 
middle of July, Pickering will be in resi­
dence in Sydney, where, under the 
auspices of the School of 
Communication Disorders, she will be
delivering a series of seminars, workshops, and lectures within 
the university and the community to clinical educators and 
academic staff. She also is the featured speaker at the 1995 
meeting of the Australian Association of Speech and Hearing, 
Brisbane, Australia, May 24. Pickering’s presentations will 
focus on her areas of specialization, including clinical education 
and supervision in communication disorders, and interper­
sonal communication in clinical and supervisory relationships. 
Pickering has presented widely in the States, Canada, and 
Hong Kong. Other international involvement includes her 
University of Maine administrative work with the American 
University in Bulgaria. Pickering is a Fellow of the American 
Speech-Language-Hearing Association, former chair of the 
Department of Speech Communication at the University of 
Maine, and author of numerous publications.
Four members of the Women 
in the Curriculum Program’s 
Feminist Oral History Project 
presented a panel: “Activists 
and Academics Chronicle the 
Past of a Battered Women’s 
Project,” at the annual meeting 
of the New England Women’s 
Studies Association, April 22 
at the University of 
Connecticut, Storrs. Those 
participating were Andrea 
Hawkes and Tina Roberts, 
graduate students in histoiy, 
Mazie Hough, graduate 
student in histoiy and staff 
associate of WIC, and Ann 
Schonberger, director of the 
Women in the Curriculum and 
Women’s Studies Program.
Theresa Ferrari, Extension 
educator in Cumberland 
County, attended the 1995 
National School-Age Child 
Care Alliance Conference in 
San Francisco, April 20-22, 
and presented a double work­
shop session: “Unraveling the 
Mysteries of 5- to 8-Year-Olds,” 
with colleague Sheila Urban 
Smith from Michigan State 
University. Maine school-age 
care professionals are in the 
process of organizing a state 
affiliate to this national organi­
zation.
Paul Grosswiler, assistant 
professor, Department of 
Communication and 
Journalism, presented a 
refereed research paper: “Elite 
U.S. Newspaper Editorial 
Coverage of U.S.-Cuba Policy, 
1991-1994: A Case Study of 
the Media, Foreign Policy, and 
Surviving Communist 
Countries in the Post-Cold 
War Era,” at the Media, 
Government and Public Policy 
Conference, sponsored by the 
Mass Communication and 
Society Division of the 
Association for Education in 
Journalism and Mass 
Communication and hosted by 
the S.I. Newhouse School of 
Public Communication at 
Syracuse University, 
April 20-22.
Stephen Hornsby, director, 
Canadian-American Center 
and Department of 
Anthropology, presented a 
lecture: “Anthony Giddens, 
Time-Space Distanciation, and 
the Transformation of Rural 
Nova Scotia,” at the Center of 
Canadian Studies, Duke 
University, Durham, N.C., 
April 18. He was also visiting 
professor of Canadian Studies, 
University of Delhi, India, in 
March 1995.
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Four members of the School of 
Nursing faculty attended the 
Seventh Annual Scientific 
Session of the Eastern Nursing 
Research Society (ENRS) 
conference: Nursing Research 
Trajectory: From Novice to 
Expert, April 23-25, South 
Portland. Laura Dzurec, RN 
(associate professor): ENRS 
Program Plaiming 
Committee Member 
Nancy Fish wick, FNP (assis­
tant professor): presented a 
paper: “Women’s Disclosure of 
Abusive Relationships to 
Health Care Providers.” Mary 
Ellen Symanski, RN (asso­
ciate professor), sponsored an 
educational session: 
“Negotiating the IRB.” 
Gwen Morse, RN (assistant 
professor): presented a paper: 
“The Effect of Social Support 
on Women’s Perception of 
Perimenstrual Changes.”
Christine Kelly, instructor of 
communication and jour­
nalism, presented: “Tm Not an 
Actor’: The Rhetoric of Re­
Definition in the Campaigns of 
Actor-Politicians”; and John 
Weispfenning, assistant 
professor of communication 
and journalism, presented: 
“The Future of the Mass 
Audience: Down But Not Out,” 
at the Annual Conference of 
the Central States 
Communication Association in 
Indianapolis, April 20-23. 
Weispfenning was also elected 
the chair of the Mass Comm 
Interest Group for 1995-96.
Professor Jayendran 
Rasaiah of the Chemistry 
Department was one of six 
invited speakers at a sympo­
sium: “Structure, Energetics 
and Dynamics in the Liquid 
Phase,” held in honor of 
Professor Harold L. Friedman 
at the State University of New 
York at Stony Brook, March 
25. Rasaiah spoke on: “The 
Effect of Solvent Dynamics on 
the Rates of Electron Transfer 
Reactions and the Mobility of 
Ions in Solution.” Other 
speakers included Nobel Prize­




professor of clinical nutri­
tion, has received a Senior 
Fulbright Scholarship 
Award to spend the next 
semester at the University 
of Athens conducting 
research as part of the 11­
year international project,
Nutrition and Cancer: A European Prospective 
Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition 
(EPIC).
Klimis-Tavantzis will be working in the 
Department of Nutrition and Biochemistry, 
School of Public Health, with Dr. Antonia 
Trichopoulou, one of eight international EPIC 
investigators and one of the world’s leaders in 
nutritional epidemiology. The research of 
Klimis-Tavantzis will focus on the role of nutri­
tion on the development of chronic diseases 
such as cancer and cardiovascular disease. She 
will study the relationship between antioxidant 
consumption and serum antioxidants as they 
relate to cancer risk in a Greek population. In 
addition, Klimis-Tavantzis will examine gender 
differences in lipoprotein profiles in a popula­
tion where diets are enriched in monounsatu­
rated fatty acids, looking for a relationship to 
cardiovascular disease and determining impli­
cations for the U.S. population.
Beginning in June, Klimis-Tavantzis will 
begin what will be a multi-year project by 
conducting food intake interviews, collecting 
dietary data and conducting the biochemical 
analyses with graduate students at the 
University of Athens and UMaine. She hopes 
one day that the research will facilitate grad­
uate student exchanges between the two insti­
tutions.
The findings of Klimis-Tavantzis will be part 
of the comprehensive, longitudinal EPIC study 
involving scientists - from epidemiologists, 
pathologists and nutritionists to statisticians, 
biologists and public health managers - in
Shibles Professorship continued from page 2
“It gives us the opportunity to have a voice in 
the research agenda and in how the results of 
research might be packaged to be more usable 
by practitioners. It builds bridges between 
theory and practice,” says Tyler.
The session also offers the chance for princi­
pals to hear and work with Darling-Hammond, 
whom Tyler describes as “one of the recognized 
leaders in education and where it’s going.”
Former senior social scientist and director of 
the RAND Corporation’s Education and Human 
Resources Program, Darling-Hammond is presi­
dent of The American Education Research 
Association and serves on the National Board for 
Professional Teaching Standards and the 
National Academy of Education. In addition to 
her leadership role with the National 
seven European countries collaborating in 
cancer research. Data on diet, other lifestyle 
and environmental factors, anthropometry and 
biological samples are being collected from 
400,000 healthy European adults - subjects 
who will be followed to investigate the inci­
dence of and mortality from cancer in relation 
to epidemiological data and biochemical 
markers. Global results are expected in 2002.
Klimis-Tavantzis has been a regular visitor 
in Trichopoulou’s lab in recent summers, 
spending a few days or a week each year 
discussing current research and meeting with 
students. Klimis-Tavantzis, a member of the 
UMaine faculty since 1988, has training in the 
areas of lipid (cholesterol(/lipoprotein 
metabolism as it relates to cardiovascular 
disease, and the role of trace elements in the 
development of atherosclerosis and osteo­
porosis. Currently, she is studying the role of 
manganese deficiency on lipoprotein composi­
tion and structure. In addition, her applied 
areas of nutrition research have focused on the 
cardiovascular risk factors and their reduction 
through nutrition intervention in adolescents.
By year’s end, the book, Nutritional Concerns 
of Women, will be published. Edited by Klimis- 
Tavantzis, the volume includes the work of 27 
worldwide contributors.
Of her newest research in the international 
arena, made possible by a Fulbright, Klimis- 
Tavantzis says it is an opportunity to give 
something back to her country. “The dietary 
habits in my country used to be excellent 20 
years ago and are now atrocious,” says Klimis- 
Tavantzis. “They have been going away from 
legumes and into meat. We hope in the next 
decade to raise consciousness about good eating 
habits. And since the area of nutritional science 
in Greece is still in its inception, with very few 
nutritional scientists and nutrition educators, I 
hope I can help their nutrition program and 
graduate studies blossom into a four-year 
dietetics program.”
Commission on Teaching and America’s Future, 
charged with developing a comprehensive 
blueprint for recruiting, preparing and 
supporting a teaching force to meet 21st century 
standards of high educational performance, she 
is co-director of the National Center for 
Restructuring Education, Schools, and Teaching. 
The Center, located at Columbia University, 
documents, supports and connects the many 
school restructuring efforts and resources 
around the country.
“We are extremely fortunate to have Linda 
Darling-Hammond share her incredible knowl­
edge of the teaching profession and reform 
research and policy with our faculty and Maine 
educational leaders,” says Robert Cobb, dean of 
the College of Education. ▲
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Valedictorian and Salutatorian continued from page 2 
Hutchinson said. “One is from rural northern Maine, where much 
of the economy is agriculture-based. The other is from a southern 
Maine coastal community, where the economy is largely driven by 
tourism and marine-related activities. Yet they both chose the 
University of Maine, in the center of the state, because it fit their 
needs and interests. Most likely their lives have been enriched by 
working shoulder to shoulder with students from all parts of the 
state, and other states and nations as well.”
Nelson will be graduating next week with her older brother, 
John, a marketing and management major. The two have been 
attending the University along with their sister, Amy, an 
accounting major who will graduate next year. The sisters have 
been college roommates for the last two years.
Nelson is the daughter of John Nelson Sr., and the late 
Robertine Nelson. Her mother died of lung cancer after Nelson’s 
first semester at UMaine. Nelson had enrolled at the University as 
a zoology major, intending to go on to a physician’s assistant 
program. But it was the strong UMaine nursing program, coupled 
with her mother’s inspiration, that convinced her to enter the 
School of Nursing at the start of her junior year.
“My mother was always into helping people. She was a caring 
person,” said Nelson. “And at the end of her life, the nursing care 
she received also had a huge impact on me. The nurses were very 
good, just in the fact that they could help a dying person even 
though they couldn’t save a life.
“As an x-ray technician, my mother had had two years of 
training in a hospital program. She and my father were excited 
that all of us were going to college and getting good educations. All 
their hard work has paid off.
“Education is so important for society. That’s why it’s important 
to keep everyone in school. The effects are so dramatic on the next 
generation,” she said, talking about the message she will pass on 
in her role as valedictorian.
The University of Maine was the choice for the Nelson family 
because of the quality of the academic programs and because “it 
was close to home, but not in our hometown,” Nelson said. “And it’s 
public education. My parents always believed that it doesn’t 
matter where you get an education - you don’t have to attach a 
nice name to it - because it’s the value of the experience that 
counts.
“I’ve had a good experience here, and I’m pleased with the 
program I did,” she said. “Sometimes Orono doesn’t get as much 
credit as it deserves as a research institution with excellent facili­
ties, and as the largest university in the state.”
News of Nelson’s academic achievements have already swept 
through her hometown, and a contingent of family, friends, former 
teachers and well-wishers from Fort Fairfield are expected to be in 
the audience for Commencement on Saturday, May 13. “People 
from Fort Fairfield are very supportive and are proud of the 
accomplishments of the town. It’s a cozy, small town, pretty typical 
of Aroostook County and small-town life. But it’s a special place 
and will always be home to me.”
Following graduation from UMaine, Nelson will be moving to 
Portland where she will marry Christopher Plant on July 1. Plant, 
a 1993 UMaine graduate with a degree in chemical engineering, 
and Nelson attended high school together. Nelson’s career goals 
include gaining a couple of years of healthcare experience before 
returning to graduate school in a family nurse practitioner 
program.
Nelson attributes her academic success to effective time 
management, attending classes and “keeping up on my work so it 
was a lot easier to study for tests.” In addition to her academic 
work, Nelson was involved with the UMaine Preventive Medicine 
Program for two years and played the b-flat clarinet in the
Symphonic Band for three years. As a junior, she was inducted into 
Phi Kappa Phi honor society, and was a member of Alpha Lamda 
Delta as a first-year student.
Like Nelson, Hodgdon was inducted into Phi Kappa Phi as a 
junior. He is also a member of Tau Beta Pi, the engineering honor 
society, and Eta Kappa Nu, the electrical engineering honor 
society. For the past two years, he has been the recipient of the 
College of Engineering’s Walter E. Riley Scholarship. In addition, 
he has received the Department’s Robert Haskell Scholarship for 
three years, and a David Holmes Scholarship for one year. Last 
summer, he was an intern with the Mitre Corp., in Massachusetts.
Hodgdon, the son of Brian and Diane Perry of Wells, enrolled in 
the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. “I knew I 
wanted to study engineering because I always did well in math 
and science, and computer work came easy to me,” he said.
Hodgdon, who graduated at the top of his high school class, said 
he considered other universities, but ultimately chose UMaine for 
the reputation of its engineering programs and the fiscal realities 
of attending a state school. “Coming from southern Maine, the 
University of Maine was a comfortable choice,” he said. “When I 
talk to people about the University, I tell them that the College of 
Engineering is actually rated highly, and that I got a lot more for 
my money than I thought I would. I couldn’t afford to go to bigger 
schools, but now Pm more happy than ever with the education I 
got here.
“A lot of it has to do with the whole Electrical and Computer 
Engineering Department,” he said. “It’s a small department in 
which all the faculty are very open and willing to give advice, and 
they have a good sense of humor. It’s not hard to open up and ask 
them for help. Most of the professors are inspiring.”
In February, Hodgdon accepted a job as an electrical engineer 
with Lockheed-Sanders, Nashua, N.H., and will start work there 
following graduation. He attributes his academic success to “a good 
work ethic,” conscientiousness and “taking his classes seriously.” 
Then there’s his philosophy about looking at the bright side - an 
outlook on life best described in his favorite song by Monty Python.
“Half the reason I was surprised being named salutatorian was 
that I was not striving for it, in the same way I had not consciously 
tried to get valedictorian honors in high school,” Hodgdon said. “I 
had met the University of Maine valedictorian when I was a first- 
year student, and that seemed like a hard feat to accomplish. It’s 
one thing to be valedictorian of a high school of 500 students, but 
it’s more like a daydream to be high in a class at a university with 
more than 10,000 students.
“I never felt pressure from anyone to go college and do well. 
Getting good grades and being interested in science has come 
naturally.” ▲
GET ‘EM WHILE THEY LAST
Favorite Recipes from OUR Kitchens, the cookbook created by the 
Classified Employees Scholarship Fund Committee, has been selling 
throughout most of the academic year, and less than 100 copies 
remain. The popular cookbook includes 150 recipes from members of 
the University community, all compiled in a free-standing, spiral-bound 
cover. Copies are $10 each, 
with proceeds to benefit the 
Scholarship Fund. To get 
your copy of Favorite Recipes 
from OUR Kitchens, contact 
Brenda Cote, x2165, or Judy 
Polyot, x2152.
To date, more than $3,000 
has been raised for the 
Scholarship Fund.
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Maine Perspective classified ads are 
published weekly and are free to faculty, 
staff and students at the University of 
Maine. Ads must be typewritten and 
include a telephone number. They will be 
published one week only unless other­
wise specified. Send ads to: Maine 
Perspective Classifieds, Public Affairs. 
Ads must be received by 9 a.m. the 
Friday before they are to appear in the 
next week's issue.
FOR SALE
AUTOMOBILE: 1986 Ford Escort 2- 
seater, sporty, sunroof, 5-speed, grey and 
black, over $1,000 in new parts, 
107,000 miles, runs great, driven to 
Portland and back weekly. Will take BO. 
Call 866-3431.
AUTOMOBILE: 1985 Oldsmobile Cutlass 
Calais Supreme. 2-door, 3.0L V6, auto, 
cruise, air, tilt, pw, power seats, sunroof, 
new breaks, inspected, needs a 
computer sensor to be trouble-free. Will 
take BO. Call 866-3431.
AUTOMOBILE: 1992 Saab 9000, Sdoor, 
standard, sunroof. 62,000 miles, set of 
studded snow tires. Excellent condition. 
$16,000. Call 989-7567 evenings and 
weekends.
AUTOMOBILE: 1988 Caprice Classic 
Chevy station wagon, Virginia vehicle. No 
rust. 155k miles but in very good shape. 
$3,100. Call 8664623.
AUTOMOBILE: 1985 Pontiac 6000-LE, 
70,000 miles, white, in excellent condi­
tion, 4-door, cruise, air conditioning, 
power seats, doors and windows. Call 
8663619 after 5 p.m.
DOG HOUSE: Wood, with insulation in all 
walls, shingled roof. Suitable for small or 
medium-sized dog. $50. 827-8631.
HONEY: Local honey delivered to your 
office: regular, blueberry or raspberry. 
Honey bear: $1.50; 8 ounces: $1.50; 
one pound: $2.50; three pounds: $4.50. 
Also available for candlemaking, 
cosmetics, and other hobbies—beeswax: 
$3.50/lb. Contact Annyce, x3821.
HORSE/HOUSE SITTER: Responsible 
person or couple wanted to take care of 
our farm on selected weekends and/or 
weeks this summer. Lovely, private spot 
in scenic Dixmont, easy-keeping quarter 
horse and pony, a faithful dog, loving 
cats, organic garden, etc. Call 827-4456 
x284 days, or 234-2798 before 9 p.m. 
evenings.
HOUSE: Orono, 3-bedroom ranch with 
attached 2-car garage, large backyard 
with garden and attached deck. New 
furnace, 13 new certainteed windows. On 
quiet, dead-end street. 5-mlnute walk to 
campus. For sale, $79,900 (or will 
consider lease option). Cali 866-4623.
HOUSE: 3-bedroom ranch in pretty 
country setting. 5 minutes from 1-95, 35 
minutes from campus. View of rolling 
hills, farms, includes 2 1/2 acres. New 
roof, att. garage, separate barn/garage, 
hardwood floors, deck, and bay window. 
Asking $68,000. Call 368-2060 evenings 
and weekends.
HOUSE: Waterfront year-round home on 
Sebec Lake, Dover-Foxcroft. Five years 
old, shingled cape, 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
baths, cathedral, custom built kitchen 
with skylights. Dining room, exposed 
beams throughout. Hardwood floors 
downstairs, carpet up. Living room 
w/brick hearth and mantle. 5 zoned FHW 
heat. Heated full glassed/screened 
porch. 2-car garage with utility room and 
full bath. Large upstairs ready to be made 
into guest quarters. Quiet west end of the 
lake. Asking $195,000. Call 997-3266 
eves and weekends.
HOUSE: For sale by owner. 7-year old 
home in one of the most prestigious, 
family-friendly neighborhoods in 
Hampden. 34 huge bedrooms (master 
suite is 27’xl6’), 3 full baths, formal 
living room and dining room. Family room 
is adjacent to breakfast nook and 
gorgeous outdoor deck, and has heati- 
lator fireplace. Oversized two-car garage, 
with paved driveway. Highest quality 
construction by renowned H. Blaine Davis 
builders includes modem appliances in 
excellent condition. Large .5 acre lot near 
other families and only 20 minutes from 
campus, yet on private cul-de-sac. 
Appraised at $145,000, asking 
$143,900. Call 862-2684 after 5 p.m. 
and weekends.
HOUSE: 8 percent assumable loan on 
11- year-old executive ranch. Newer 
carpet throughout. Two bedrooms 
upstairs with 600-sq.-ft. finished room 
downstairs. Two full baths. Custom oak 
cabinets in kitchen. Solid wood doors and 
brass lighting throughout. Large 12’xl8’ 
master bedroom with two oversized 
closets and roomy private bath. Well situ­
ated on 1.47 acres with vegetable and 
flower gardens, maple, apple, and cherry 
trees, grape vines, raspberries, and 
blackberries. Rural setting only 15 
minutes from campus. No cosmetic 
updating needed! Asking $9,000 down 
and take over payments on $116,400 
loan balance. Call for appointment, 942- 
0902.
HOUSE: For sale by owner. 7 years old, 
located on beautifully landscaped 11/3- 
acre lot in a very nice Hermon develop­
ment. 4 bedrooms, 2 full baths, eat-in 
kitchen with hickory cabinets, formal 
dining room, 25-foot living room, 11 
closets, central vacuum. 2-car garage, 
large two-level deck, all solid 6-panel 
Christian doors, ash flooring throughout, 
basswood trim, all 2x6 construction, 
Pensotti furnace, full basement, mainte­
nance-free exterior, low taxes. $139,500. 
Call 848-7383 for an appointment.
HOUSE: Unique 3-bedroom. 13/4 bath, 
geodesic dome in quiet Old Town neigh­
borhood. Large wooded lot. City water 
and sewer. New roof, siding, furnace, 
insulated steel doors, skylights. Soaring 
vaulted ceiling. Hardwood floors, large 
wrap around deck. Fully applianced 
kitchen, first floor laundry. Great location- 
near schools, library, YMCA, University 
Forest, 5 minutes to campus. $84,900. 
827-7895.
HOT TUB: Catalina hot tub, 5-person, 
tiles, double jets, with cover, excellent 
condition. $2,300. Call 989-7567 
evenings and weekends.
LAND: Waterfront. 8-acre pond 
surrounded by 62 acres of pristine wood­
land. Little Bennett Pond is a clear-water 
pond fed by Big Bennett Pond. Deeded 
carry and foot access to Sebec Lake just 
across the road. Electricity avail. Four soil- 
tested and DEP-approved lots are very 
private and have large waterfronts and 
acreage. Asking $165,000, but will enter­
tain any reasonable offer after you have 
seen it. Call 997-3266 evenings and 
weekends.
MOBILE HOME: 1983 Oxford 14x70. 
Well-built and insulated. Three bedrooms. 
Set in quiet Old Town park. Back yard 
faces woods. Attractive vinyl siding and 
pitched roof. Near stores, busline, bike 
path, and UMaine (2 miles). Great starter 
home. $18,000. Call 827-3863.
SOFA: Top quality, 3-seater sofa used 
only six months. $325 firm. Call 947- 
0652, evenings.
TIRES: 4 Goodyear Weatherhandlers, 
P155/SR13, used less than 500 miles. 
$100. Steel rims also available. 827- 
8631.
FOR RENT
APARTMENT: Three-bedroom. Sunny, 
deck, washer/dryer hook-up. In two-family 
home, Bangor. $615/month. Heat 
included. Non-smoker. No pets. Call 947- 
7625.
APARTMENT: Attractive, clean Bangor 3- 
bedroom apartment on busline near 
EMMC. Recently renovated. Includes all 
utilities. Available June 1. One-year lease. 
$600/month. References. 9463464.
APARTMENT: Well-maintained 1-bedroom 
apartment in quiet setting. Good for 
studying. SGD overlooking the Penobscot 
River. 10 minutes from campus. 
$350/month, includes heat and water. 
References and security deposit required. 
Call 827-7017 days or evenings.
APARTMENT: Orono river panorama, 
convenient to University and downtown. 
Private road with parting. Two bedrooms, 
quiet, uniquely spacious. Take a look and 
see an ideal location for family or grad­
uate student. $550 + utilities. Call 348- 
6764 or leave message at 348-5243.
CONDOMINIUM: Tri-level luxury condo­
minium townhouse. Furnished, fully appli­
anced kitchen, carpeting throughout, 3 
bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, walk-in closets, 
basement, l,800-sq.-ft. 5-minute walk to 
University. $750/mo. Call 8660197.
HOUSE: Cape style, 3-bedroom on 
Bucksport/Dedham line. Nine acres in 
country on route 46. Full basement, hot 
water, baseboard heat, washer and dryer 
included, $525/month + utilities. Security 
deposit. Call Ben Dresser, 827-8539.
HOUSE: Orono. Furnished 2-bedroom 
Cape, in quiet neighborhood less than 
two miles to UMaine. Eat-in kitchen, 
study, large deck, screened porch, 
garage. Access to cross-country ski trails 
and hiking in Sklar Park. Ideal for visiting 
faculty. Available for 199696 academic 
year. $700 plus utilities, security deposit 
required. Call x2047.
WANTED
AERIAL PHOTOS: Wanted ASAP • seeking 
photos of the Fort Kent/Madawaska 
area, Washington county (Machias, 
Princeton, Calais, Eastport), and the 
greater Farmington areas. The photos 
should depict regional attributes and 
convey rurality. Must be able to clearly 
see potato farming, logging, blueberry 
barrens, the coast and mountain ranges. 
Call Sue or Diana, 581-2591.
GOOD HOME: Lily the red-eared slider 
came from the pet shop and for the past 
year has been a calm, quiet companion 
who enjoys sunning herself on a rock and 
swimming. Lily’s owner is preoccupied 
more with horses that turtles now. If you 
would like a turtle as a pet, and can 
provide a caring, safe new home for Lily, 
call 8847722 and leave message.
HOUSING: Incoming National Student 
Exchange student from Oklahoma State 
University wishes to live with local family 
while here. He is a UMaine hockey fan 
and majoring in elementary education. 
Would enjoy family with children, non­
smoking and church participants. Contact 
Jack, 581-1297.
HOUSE: University professor wishes to 
purchase 24 bedroom house in Orono 
within 2 miles of the University of Maine. 
If you have a house to sell which is not 
currently listed, call 8667935.
HOUSE: Nice 24 bedroom house with 
10+/- acres in the country off a main 
road, i.e., no neighbors or trailers within 
1/2 mile. Good condition and reasonable 
price. Call 8662893.
HOUSE: Professional couple (new faculty 
member in resource economics and 
policy starting Sept. 1) interested in 
renting home of faculty member who will 
be on sabbatical for the academic year. 
We would prefer a home that is close to 
the campus. We are non-smokers and 
have no pets. If you have such a home, 
call Andrew at (415) 6268036.
WEEKEND HOMESTAY FAMIUES: This 
summer, students from Japan, Korea, 
United Arab Emirates, Russia, Newly 
Independent States and other countries 
will be participating in programs on 
campus through the Intensive English 
Institute. We are looking for people willing 
to host 1-2 students for one weekend in 
July or August. For more information and 
an application, contact the Intensive 
English Institute, 11 Fernaid Hall, x3821.
FREE
CONTAINERS: Come to Fernaid Snack 
Bar, follow the signs for free plastic 
containers and glass jars at the bottom of 
the stairs. First come, first serve, there 
are various sizes.
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Food Science Taste Testing continued from page 8
“Sensory evaluation involves quite a bit of psychology, and 
perception is a strong component,” says Camire. “It requires 
people with good verbal skills so they can tell us what they do 
and don’t like, and they must be open-minded, willing to try 
things.”
The subjectivity of sensory feedback so essential to the experi­
ments also contributes to misconceptions about the seriousness 
of the scientific research — and the impact it can have on product 
development. “Some people think we’re here baking cupcakes 
and having people taste them,” says Associate Food Scientist 
Terry Work, who has been involved with UMaine sensory work 
for the past 18 years. “The fact is, these are real science experi­
ments and they are more complicated than ever, and the 
resulting power of the test is stronger.”
Sensory experiments, as many as two a month, are conducted 
by the Department, depending on the current research being 
conducted. For acceptability trials by consumers, most experi­
ments require as many as 75 willing taste testers; half that 
many testers are often used when researchers are hoping for 
feedback in “telling the difference” between products.
‘We’ve had some regulars through the past decade,” says 
Work, of the volunteer taste testers. “They say they love the stuff 
I give them as incentives for participating, but I know that, more 
importantly, they have a commitment to the research we’re 
doing. They know we need the information they’re providing, 
and they like the idea of participating in research.”
The Department continues to conduct sensory experiments on 
produce like potatoes in their various forms - mashed, baked 
and chipped. Research has involved such fruits as apples, blue­
berries, raspberries and strawberries. Through the years, there 
have been more work in seafood, including lobster, salmon, cod, 
flounder and squid. The research results have helped bring new 
products to consumer shelves such as blueberries in breakfast 
cereal, canned blueberries improved by the addition of calcium, 
potato peel flour that is now catching on in Europe, and frozen 
lobster.
Considering it takes an average of five years to bring a new 
product to market, members of the University community volun­
teering to take part in the Department’s sensory experiments 
could be helping make history. At the very least, “people are 
taking part in a hard, exact science,” Camire says.
A REMINDER FROM CAMPUS LIVING
Regardless of the status of University College for fall 1995, 
students attending classes will be offered housing on campus 
in Orono. They will be treated with the same rights and privi­
leges as Orono students. The current bus service will be 
scaled down, resulting in round trip service three times a day. 
Students anticipating attending Bangor next year should 
contact the Campus Living Office in Hilltop Commons or call 
581-4584 to get a Housing and Dining Contract.
Printed materials are often overlooked yet important 
elements to include in grant proposals.
Reports, brochures, newsletters and other collateral 
materials can be conveniently produced at University of 
Maine Printing Services.
Please call Monique Mace-Hashey, assistant director 
in charge of Customer Service, 581-3765, to discuss 
your project.
Earlier this spring, for instance, research into potential uses 
for low-grade and green blueberries led to a sensory test 
involving more than 100 people on campus taste testing samples 
of cake made with blueberry puree - a low-fat alternative to oil. 
Overall, the puree met with favorable acceptance when it came 
to such factors as crumb color, flavor, moistness and tenderness 
in cake.
“The blueberry industry has been selling puree for jams and 
fillings, but never considered it as a low-fat ingredient. We’re 
bringing this idea to them,” Camire says. “Most companies 
already have the equipment to do this with the berries that are 
not good enough to sell. But there are many more questions to 
answer, including what levels of puree should be used and can 
such an ingredient be used in scratch recipes in addition to 
prepared mixes. The industry does not have the ability to do this 
extensive kind of testing, which is where we help.”
This November, Work will present the results of the research 
to a conference attended by such large companies as Duncan 
Hines and General Mills. ▲
Positions Available
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
The qualifications within the listings below are greatly abbreviated. 
In order to assess your background relative to the job and to submit the 
most effective application, contact the hiring department for more 
complete information.
7b appear in the Maine Perspective, advertisements must be 
submitted to the Office of Equal Opportunity, 318 Alumni Hall, no later 
than noon on Wednesday. Guidelines for filling professional positions 
are available by contacting the Office of Equal Opportunity, xl226. A 
Request to Fill form must be approved before posting in Maine 
Perspective.
Lecturer/Staff Speech-Language Pathologist, Department of 
Communication Disorders. One academic-year appointment (Fall 1995- 
Spring 1996) with the opportunity of summer teaching. Qualifications: 
Minimum MA, CCC-SLP and eligible for Maine State license. Previous 
college-level teaching and demonstrated successful supervisory experience 
preferred. Review of Applications: Will begin 5/12/95. Contact: Nancy Hall, 
Chair, Search Committee, Conley Speech and Hearing Center, University of 
Maine, 5754 North Stevens Hall, Orono, ME 04469-5754.
Coordinator of International Student Advising and Support Services, 
Intensive English Institute. Full-time fiscal-year appointment, contingent on 
funding. Qualifications: MA in TESOL or related field. Experience working 
with international students in a university setting and in program develop­
ment; experience in office supervision, drafting budgets, program develop­
ment, coordinating co-curricula activities; knowledge of university 
policies/procedures and English proficiency levels; cross-cultural sensitivity; 
excellent oral and written communication skills; and word processing and 
spreadsheet skills. Preferred: Proficiency in another language; experience 
working abroad; grant-writing experience; and database and computer 
graphics skills. Salary Range: $22,000-$28,000. Review of Applications: 
Will begin 5/22/95. Contact: Janis Williamson, Coordinator Search 
Committee, Intensive English Institute, University of Maine, 5728 Fernaid 
Hall, Orono, ME 04469-5728.
The University of Maine does not discriminate on the basis of race, 
color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin or citizenship 
status, age, disability or veteran status, and promotes affirmative action 
for women, minorities, persons with disabilities and veterans. Unless 
otherwise specified, the jobs are full-time and the address for the appli­
cation information is: the contact person listed, department, University 
of Maine, Orono, ME 04469.
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Fl Viewpoints
Viewpoints is the opinion page of
Maine Perspective, offered in an effort to enhance and spark dialogue on campus on 
issues related to the University and the state, written by experts in their 
academic/professional areas.
A President’s Farewell Address: 
‘Notes’ on the Association of 
Graduate Students and the 
Importance of Citizen Scholars
“Shared Governance” is a concept that has been advanced with 
great fanfare this past year at the University of Maine. Like the 
term “democracy,” shared governance implies that people care 
about their institution or government and want a part in deciding 
and implementing the policies that decide the future. Shared 
governance and democracy are “what makes America great!” — or 
so many of the students I TA for in the American History survey 
courses tell me. But the responsibility of shared governance does 
not come easy, especially when you are a graduate student. 
Coursework, research, thesis and dissertation writing, teaching 
assistantships, conference presentations, article publishing, job 
hunting, and family and friends must pragmatically come before 
the luxury of participating in shared governance.
I was aware of all these graduate student obligations when I 
decided to add the duties of being president of the Association of 
Graduate Students to my life. But I was also aware of the basic 
criteria of research, teaching and service that is required to fulfill 
an academic life. Having served as a representative to AGS from 
the History Department for a year, I was distressed by the ineffec­
tiveness of an organization that was desperately needed in 
supporting both the academic and non-academic activities of grad­
uate students at the University of Maine. So, I threw caution to 
the wind, (much to the chagrin of my Committee), and decided I 
could make a difference in the quality of fife for graduate 
students.
Evidenced by the growing number of representatives now 
attending AGS meetings without being coerced, and judging by 
the number of responses I have received from my graduate 
student colleagues, I feel I have made a positive contribution to 
graduate student life at the University of Maine. From doing 
away with the tyranny of Robert’s Rules to making the AGS meet­
ings more substantive, I feel that this year has been spent in a 
worthy pursuit. However, I have also discovered that I have 
gotten far more from AGS than I have given. I have met and 
made dear friends with people from disparate disciplines I surely 
would never have gotten to know without being involved with 
AGS. My life has been enriched and my scholarship has been 
informed and strengthen because of my AGS experiences. I truly 
have come to believe that service to one’s professional, institu­
tional and local community is a life-altering adventure. Service is 
as deep a human impulse as self-preservation. In the academic 
environment, where one has been trained to believe that one must 
publish or perish, it has been a revelation to me that one can also 
help others to flourish through service.
I urge everyone in this campus community to test this thesis 
that promotes the relevance and rewards of our Association of 
Graduate Students. Administrators, mentors, graduate coordina­
tors and committee members, encourage your graduate students 
to an extended horizon of scholarship — to a “recovery of other 
forms of action and engagement by way of a broadening of the 
nature and meaning of the intellectual work we do.”1 Graduate 
students, get involved and make a commitment, no matter how 
insignificant it might seem to you — Become a citizen scholar!
Over the front doorway into the University of Connecticut 
Student Union is inscribed in foot-tall letters a most interesting 
statement: “Student Activities extend the concept of human rights 
and the appreciation of individual responsibilities.” I understand 
this to mean, getting involved in student activities gives each of us 
the opportunity to reach our human potential, which is our 
human right, as well as our responsibility. Let us, the graduate 
students at U Maine, set this statement into action.
1From Nicholas Bromell, “What Next? Thought and Action in Intellectual Work,” 
in American Quarterly, Vol. 47, No.l (March 1995), 102-115.
Andrea Constantine Hawkes of Bangor has been the 1994-95 
AGS president. She is completing her master’s degree in history, 
and has been accepted in the Ph.D. program.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION PROGRAMS EARN CONTINUING NATIONAL ACCREDITATION/STATE APPROVAL
The University of Maine has received continuing national 
and state accreditation for all undergraduate and graduate 
programs offered through its College of Education. The exten­
sive examination and evaluation process was the first such 
review conducted through a new partnership between the 
state Department of Education and the National Council for 
the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE).
UMaine President Fred Hutchinson and College Dean 
Robert Cobb recently received notification and congratulations 
from NCATE, following recommendation of full program 
approval by the joint board of examiners. The board conducted 
an intensive, four-day institutional and College review last fall.
UMaine’s teacher preparation programs in elementary, 
secondary and physical education, as well as advanced 
programs in special education, educational specialists and 
educational leadership, including a total of 23 specializations, 
received continuing approval through spring 2000.
Institutions seeking initial or continuing NCATE accredita­
tion must meet rigorous standards in various categories 
including quality of faculty, students, programs and practice.
Of the 1,300 U.S. schools that offer teacher education 
programs, only 500 measure up to the demands of NCATE, the 
accrediting body authorized by the U.S. Department of 
Education and the Commission on the Recognition of 
Postsecondary Education.
“The continuing national accreditation further validates 
UMaine’s commitment to excellence and service. The process is 
a vital quality control measure that keeps us constantly vigi­
lant,” says Cobb. “The additional scrutiny of the state exam­
iners is a strong mark of credibility and confidence in our 
current practice and also in our ability to make the best use of 
our resources to meet changing needs.”
Since UMaine’s previous NCATE evaluation and accredita­
tion in 1987, the agency has incorporated more exacting stan­
dards and established a joint state/NCATE review system, 
designed to be more cost-effective, reduce paperwork and 
ensure a high quality accountability system for teacher prepa­
ration. The UMaine review was the pilot project for the 
NCATE/Maine partnership.
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U.S. Department of 
Education supports projects to 
develop, implement, validate, or 
disseminate model programs or 
strategies to promote the safety 
of students in higher education 
with specific approaches to the 
prevention of illegal use of 
alcohol and other drugs and the 
prevention of violent behavior 
by students. Average award: 
$36,000. Deadline: June 5.
U.S. Department of Labor 
solicits proposals for policy-rele­
vant studies and analyses of 
private pensions and employer- 
provided health benefits. 
Maximum award: $25,000. 
Priority will be given to innova­
tive, timely projects costing not 
more than $10,000 and relevant 
to DoL's responsibilities under 
the Employee Retirement 
Income Security Act. Deadline: 
June 15.
Health Resources and 
Services Administration 
makes grants for research and 
demonstration projects to 
improve emergency medical 
services and trauma care in 
rural areas. Eligible activities 
are limited to developing uses of 
communications technologies, 
model curricula, or innovative 
protocols and agreements; 
making training activities more 
accessible to EMS personnel; 
and evaluating effectiveness of 
protocols. Deadline: June 19.
U.S. Department of
Defense's Technology 
Reinvestment Project FY95 
competition has been restruc­
tured. Five of the previously 
announced 12 Technology 
Development focus areas have 
been eliminated, as have the 
Regional Technology Alliances 
and the support for 
Manufacturing Education and 
Training. The new sobcitation 
will be available May 12. 
Deadline for proposals is 
June 29.
John D. and Catherine T. 
MacArthur Foundation 
Program on Peace and 
International Cooperation 
makes Research and Writing 
Grants for exploration of peace 
and security issues in the 
context of economic, technolog­
ical, ecological, and pohtical 
change. Maximum award: 
$65,000 for a single-investigator 
project, $100,000 for a two- 
person team. Deadlines: Aug. 1, 
Feb. 1.
National Multiple Sclerosis 
Society supports research 
dealing with psychosocial 
issues, management of symp­
toms, care and rehabihtation, 
bioengineering, and other topics 
related to improving the quahty 
of life for people with multiple 
sclerosis. Average award: 
$75,000 per year. Preproposal 
deadline: Aug. 1.
U.S. Department of 
Commerce awards cooperative 
agreements to defray the cost of
University of Maine
Maine Perspective
Department of Public Affairs 
5761 Public Affairs
Orono, Maine 04469-5761
hosting business executives and 
scientists from the Newly 
Independent States for intern­
ships of three to six months of 
hands-on training to maximize 
their exposure to management 
This is the last issue of Maine Perspective remaining this 
semester. Maine Perspective will be published monthly during 
the summer, and return to weekly publication with the start of 
the next academic year. If you have news or information to be 
included, please send it to Maine Perspective, e-mail 
nagleOmaine, fax x3776, or call x3745.
JUNE ISSUE DEADLINE: MAY 24.
MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING HOURS
May Tenn and Summer
BUILDING: Monday-Sunday: 7 a.m.-midnight. Closed Memorial Day 
Weekend and July 4. Closed additional weekends when no 
events are scheduled. Call the Information Center, 581-1731.
BOOKSTORE: Monday-Friday: 7:30 a.m.^l:30 p.m. Open June 3. Closed 
Memorial Day, July 4, and for inventory June 22-23. X
CREDIT UNION BRANCH OFFICE: Closed for summer. Services available 
at main office, Rangeley Road.
COMPUTER CLUSTER: 8 a.m.-9 p.m., weekdays; 10 a.m.-9 p.m., 
weekends, during May Term. 9 a.m.-9 p.m., 
weekdays, 10 a.m.-9 p.m., weekends, Summer 
Session. Closed Memorial Day, July 4 and other 
selected weekends. Check with CIT, 581-2561.
FOOD SERVICE: Bear's Den: Closed May 14-Aug. 14. Open 7 a.m.-3 p.m., 
Aug. 14-31.
Damn Yankee: 7 a.m.-3 p.m., May 15-Aug. 11. Closed 
Memorial Day and July 4.
Coffee Shop: Closed for summer. 
All Food Service areas reopen Sept. 1.
MAINE BOUND and REC CENTER: Monday-Friday: 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
NEWSCOUNTER: Monday-Friday: 7 a.m.^l p.m. Closed Memorial Day, 
July 4, and for inventory June 30.
OFFICES: Monday-Friday: 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Closed Memorial Day; July 4.
The Memorial Union will be open 24 hours a day, May 7-11.
or commercially oriented scien­
tific operations.
For more information, call 
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